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Standard Practice for
Validation of Multivariate Process Infrared
Spectrophotometers 1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 6122; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (e) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. Scope

1.1 This practice covers requirements for the validation of
measurements made by on-line, process near- or mid-infrared
analyzers, or both, used in the calculation of physical, chemi-
cal, or quality parameters of liquid petroleum products. The
parameters are calculated from spectroscopic data using mul-
tivariate modeling methods. The requirements include verifi-
cation of adequate instrument performance, verification of the
applicability of the calibration model to the spectrum of the
sample under test, and verification of equivalence between the
result calculated from the infrared measurements and the result
produced by the primary method used for the development of
the calibration model.

1.2 This practice does not cover procedures for establishing
the calibration model used by the analyzer. Calibration proce-
dures are covered in Practices E 1655 and references therein.

1.3 This practice is intended as a review for experienced
persons. For novices, this practice will serve as an overview of
techniques used to verify instrument performance, to verify
model applicability to the spectrum of the sample under test,
and to verify equivalence between the parameters calculated
from the infrared measurement and the results of the primary
method measurement.

1.4 This practice teaches and recommends appropriate sta-
tistical tools, outlier detection methods, for determining
whether the spectrum of the sample under test is a member of
the population of spectra used for the analyzer calibration. The
statistical tools are used to determine if the infrared measure-
ment results in a valid property or parameter estimate.

1.5 The outlier detection methods do not define criteria to
determine whether the sample, or the instrument is the cause of
an outlier measurement. Thus, the operator who is measuring
samples on a routine basis will find criteria to determine that a
spectral measurement lies outside the calibration, but will not
have specific information on the cause of the outlier. This
practice does suggest methods by which instrument perfor-

mance tests can be used to indicate if the outlier methods are
responding to changes in the instrument response.

1.6 This practice is not intended as a quantitative perfor-
mance standard for the comparison of analyzers of different
design.

1.7 Although this practice deals primarily with validation of
on-line, process infrared analyzers, the procedures and statis-
tical tests described herein are also applicable to at-line and
laboratory infrared analyzers which employ multivariate mod-
els.

1.8 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices and deter-
mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
D 1265 Practice for Sampling Liquefied Petroleum (LP)

Gases (Manual Method)2

D 3764 Practice for Validation of Process Stream Analyz-
ers3

D 4057 Practice for Manual Sampling of Petroleum and
Petroleum Products3

D 4177 Practice for Automatic Sampling of Petroleum and
Petroleum Products3

D 6299 Practice for Applying Statistical Quality Assurance
Techniques to Evaluate Analytical Measurement System
Performance4

E 131 Terminology Relating to Molecular Spectroscopy5

E 275 Practice for Describing and Measuring Performance
of Ultraviolet, Visible, and Near-Infrared Spectrophotom-
eters5

E 456 Terminology Relating to Quality and Statistics6

E 932 Practice for Describing and Measuring Performance
of Dispersive Infrared Spectrophotometers5

E 1421 Practice for Describing and Measuring Performance
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of Fourier Transform Mid-Infrared (FT-MIR) Spectrom-
eters: Level Zero and Level One Tests5

E 1655 Practices for Infrared Multivariate Quantitative
Analysis5

E 1866 Guide for Establishing Spectrophotometer Perfor-
mance Tests5

E 1944 Practice for Describing and Measuring Performance
of Laboratory Fourier Transform Near-Infrared (FT-NIR)
Spectrometers: Level Zero and Level One Tests5

3. Terminology

3.1 Definitions:
3.2 For definitions of terms and symbols relating to IR

spectroscopy, refer to Terminology E 131.
3.3 For definitions of terms and symbols relating to multi-

variate calibration, refer to Practices E 1655.
3.4 Definitions of Terms Specific to This Standard:
3.4.1 action limit, n—the limiting value from an instrument

performance test, beyond which the analyzer is expected to
produce potentially invalid results.

3.4.2 analyzer , n—all piping, hardware, computer, soft-
ware, instrumentation and calibration model required to auto-
matically perform analysis of a process or product stream.

3.4.3 analyzer calibration, n—seemultivariate calibration.
3.4.4 analyzer intermediate precision, n— a statistical mea-

sure of the expected long-term variability of analyzer results
for samples whose spectra are neither outliers, nor nearest
neighbor inliers.

3.4.5 analyzer model, n—seemultivariate model.
3.4.6 analyzer repeatability, n—a statistical measure of the

expected short-term variability of results produced by the
analyzer for samples whose spectra are neither outliers nor
nearest neighbor inliers.

3.4.7 analyzer result, n—the numerical estimate of a
physical, chemical, or quality parameter produced by applying
the calibration model to the spectral data collected by the
analyzer.

3.4.8 analyzer validation test,, n—seevalidation test.
3.4.9 calibration transfer, n— a method of applying a

multivariate calibration developed on one analyzer to a differ-
ent analyzer by mathematically modifying the calibration
model or by instrument standardization.

3.4.10 check sample, n—a single, pure liquid hydrocarbon
compound, or a known, reproducible mixture of liquid hydro-
carbon compounds whose spectrum is constant over time such
that it can be used in a performance test.

3.4.11 control limits, n—limits on a control chart which are
used as criteria for signaling the need for action, or for judging
whether a set of data does or does not indicate a state of
statistical control. E 456

3.4.12 exponentially weighted moving average control
chart, n—a control chart based on the exponentially weighted
average of individual observations from a system; the obser-
vations may be the differences between the analyzer result, and
the result from the primary method.

3.4.13 individual observation control chart, n—a control
chart of individual observations from a system; the observa-
tions may be the differences between the analyzer result and
the result from the primary method.

3.4.14 inlier, n—seenearest neighbor distance inlier.
3.4.15 inlier detection methods, n—statistical tests which

are conducted to determine if a spectrum resides within a
region of the multivariate calibration space which is sparsely
populated.

3.4.16 in-line probe, n—a spectrophotometer cell installed
in a process pipe or slip stream loop and connected to the
analyzer by optical fibers.

3.4.17 instrument, n—spectrophotometer, associated elec-
tronics and computer, spectrophotometer cell and, if utilized,
transfer optics.

3.4.18 instrument standardization, n—a procedure for stan-
dardizing the response of multiple instruments such that a
common multivariate model is applicable for measurements
conducted by these instruments, the standardization being
accomplished by way of adjustment of the spectrophotometer
hardware or by way of mathematical treatment of the collected
spectra.

3.4.19 line sample, n—a process or product sample which is
withdrawn from a sample port in accordance with Practices
D 1265, D 4057, or D 4177, whichever is applicable, during a
period when the material flowing through the analyzer is of
uniform quality and the analyzer result is essentially constant.

3.4.20 moving range of two control chart, n— a control
chart that monitors the change in the absolute value of the
difference between two successive differences of the analyzer
result minus the result from the primary method.

3.4.21 multivariate calibration, n—an analyzer calibration
that relates the spectrum at multiple wavelengths or frequen-
cies to the physical, chemical, or quality parameters.

3.4.22 multivariate model, n—a multivariate, mathematical
rule or formula used to calculate physical, chemical, or quality
parameters from the measured infrared spectrum.

3.4.23 nearest neighbor distance inlier, n— a spectrum
residing within a gap in the multivariate calibration space, the
result for which is subject to possible interpolation error.

3.4.24 optical background, n—the spectrum of radiation
incident on a sample under test, typically obtained by measur-
ing the radiation transmitted through the spectrophotometer
cell when no sample is present, or when an optically thin or
nonabsorbing liquid is present.

3.4.25 optical reference filter, n—an optical filter or other
device which can be inserted into the optical path in the
spectrophotometer or probe producing an absorption spectrum
which is known to be constant over time, such that it can be
used in place of a check or test sample in a performance test.

3.4.26 outlier detection limits, n—the limiting value for
application of an outlier detection method to a spectrum,
beyond which the spectrum represents an extrapolation of the
calibration model.

3.4.27 outlier detection methods, n—statistical tests which
are conducted to determine if the analysis of a spectrum using
a multivariate model represents an interpolation of the model.

3.4.28 outlier spectrum, n—a spectrum whose analysis by a
multivariate model represents an extrapolation of the model.

3.4.29 performance test, n—a test that verifies that the
performance of the instrument is consistent with historical data
and adequate to produce valid results.
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3.4.30 physical correction, n— a type of pos processing
where the correction made to the numerical value produced by
the multivariate model is based on a separate physical mea-
surement of, for example, sample density, sample path length,
or particulate scattering.

3.4.31 post-processing, v—performing a mathematical op-
eration on an intermediate analyzer result to produce the final
result, including correcting for temperature effects, adding a
mean property value of the analyzer calibration, and converting
into appropriate units for reporting purposes.

3.4.32 pre-processing, v—performing mathematical opera-
tions on raw spectral data prior to multivariate analysis or
model development, such as selecting wave length regions,
correcting for baseline, smoothing, mean centering, and assign-
ing weights to certain spectral positions.

3.4.33 primary method, n—the analytical procedure used to
generate the reference values against which the analyzer is both
calibrated and validated; Practices E 1655 uses the term
reference method in place of the term primary method.

3.4.34 process analyzer system, n—seeanalyzer.
3.4.35 process analyzer validation samples, n—seevalida-

tion samples.
3.4.36 spectrophotometer cell, n— an apparatus which al-

lows a liquid hydrocarbon to flow between two optical surfaces
which are separated by a fixed distance, the sample pathlength,
while simultaneously allowing light to pass through the liquid.

3.4.37 test sample, n—a process or product sample, or a
mixture of process or product samples, which has a constant
spectrum for a finite time period, and which can be used in a
performance test; test samples and their spectra are generally
not reproducible in the long term.

3.4.38 transfer optics, n—a device which allows movement
of light from the spectrophotometer to a remote spectropho-
tometer cell and back to the spectrophotometer; transfer optics
include optical fibers or other optical light pipes.

3.4.39 validation samples, n—samples that are used to
compare the analyzer results to the primary method results
through the use of control charts and statistical tests; validation
samples used in the initial validation may be line and test
samples, whereas validation samples used in the periodic
validation are line samples.

3.4.40 validated result, n—a result produced by the analyzer
for a sample whose spectrum is neither an outlier nor a nearest
neighbor inlier that is equivalent, within control limits to the
result expected from the primary method, so that the result can
be used instead of the direct measurement of the sample by the
primary method.

3.4.41 validation test, n—a test performed on a validation
sample that demonstrates that the result produced by the
analyzer and the result produced by the primary method are
equivalent to within control limits.

4. Summary of Practice

4.1 This section describes, in summary form, the steps
involved in the validation of an infrared analyzer over the long
term. Before this practice may be undertaken, certain precon-
ditions shall be satisfied. The preconditions are described in
Section 7. This practice consists of four major procedures.

4.2 Each time a spectrum of a process sample is collected,
statistical tests are performed to verify that the multivariate
model is applicable to the spectrum. Only spectra whose
analysis represents interpolation of the multivariate modeland
which are sufficiently close to spectra in the calibration may be
used in the analyzer validation.

4.3 When the analyzer is initially installed, or after major
maintenance is concluded, performance tests are conducted to
verify that the instrument is functioning properly. The intent of
these tests is to provide a rapid indication of the state of the
instrument. These tests are necessary but not sufficient to
demonstrate valid analyzer results.

4.4 After the initial performance test is successfully com-
pleted, an initial validation test is conducted to verify that the
results produced by the analyzer are in statistical agreement
with results for the primary method. Once this initial validation
is completed, the analyzer results are considered valid for
samples whose spectra are neither outliers or nearest neighbor
inliers.

4.5 During routine operation of the analyzer, validation tests
are conducted on a regular, periodic basis to demonstrate that
the analyzer results remain in statistical agreement with results
for the primary method. Between validation tests, performance
tests are conducted to verify that the instrument is performing
in a consistent fashion.

5. Significance and Use

5.1 The primary purpose of this practice is to permit the user
to validate numerical values produced by a multivariate,
infrared or near-infrared, on-line, process analyzer calibrated to
measure a specific chemical concentration, chemical property,
or physical property.The validated analyzer results are ex-
pected to be equivalent, over diverse samples whose spectra
are neither outliers or nearest neighbor inliers, to those
produced by the primary method to within control limits
established by control charts for the prespecified statistical
confidence level.

5.2 Procedures are described for verifying that the instru-
ment, the model, and the analyzer system are stable and
properly operating.

5.3 A multivariate analyzer system inherently utilizes a
multivariate calibration model. In practice the model both
implicitly and explicitly spans some subset of the population of
all possible samples that could be in the complete multivariate
sample space. The model is applicable only to samples that fall
within the subset population used in the model construction. A
sample measurement cannot be validated unless applicability is
established. Applicability cannot be assumed.

5.3.1 Outlier detection methods are used to demonstrate
applicability of the calibration model for the analysis of the
process sample spectrum. The outlier detection limits are based
on historical as well as theoretical criteria. The outlier detection
methods are used to establish whether the results obtained by
an analyzer are potentially valid. The validation procedures are
based on mathematical test criteria that indicate whether the
process sample spectrum is within the range spanned by the
analyzer system calibration model. If the sample spectrum is an
outlier, the analyzer result is invalid. If the sample spectrum is
not an outlier, then the analyzer result is valid providing that all
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other requirements for validity are met. Additional, optional
tests may be performed to determine if the process sample
spectrum falls in a sparsely populated region of the multivari-
ate space covered by the calibration set, too far from neigh-
boring calibration spectra toensure good interpolation. For
example, such nearest neighbor tests are recommended if the
calibration sample spectra are highly clustered.

5.3.2 This practice does not define mathematical criteria to
determine from a spectroscopic measurement of a sample
whether the sample, the model, or the instrument is the cause
of an outlier measurement. Thus the operator who is measuring
samples on a routine basis will find criteria in the outlier
detection method to determine whether a sample measurement
lies within the expected calibration space, but will not have
specific information as to the cause of the outlier without
additional testing.

6. Apparatus and Considerations for Quantitative On-
Line Process IR Measurements

6.1 Infrared or Near-Infrared Spectrophotometer:
6.1.1 The analyzer covered by this practice is based on an

infrared spectrophotometer, double-beam or single-beam, suit-
able for recording accurate measurements in the near-infrared
(780 to 2500 nm, 12820.5 to 4000 cm–1) or mid-infrared
(4000–400 cm–1) regions, or both. The spectral range measured
by the analyzer shall be the same as that of the instrument used
in collecting the spectral data upon which the multivariate
calibration model is based. Complete descriptions of the
instrumentation and procedures that are required for quantita-
tive on-line process IR measurements are beyond the scope of
this practice. Some general guidelines are given in Annex A1.
(Warning—There are inherent dangers associated with the use
of electrical instrumentation, on-line processes, and hydrocar-
bon materials. The users of this practice should have a practical
knowledge of these hazards and employ appropriate safe-
guards.)

6.1.2 In developing spectroscopic methods, it is the respon-
sibility of the user to describe the instrumentation and the
performance required to achieve the desired repeatability,
reproducibility, and accuracy for the application.

6.2 Process Analyzer System:
6.2.1 The process analyzer system typically includes the

spectrophotometer, transfer optics, the hardware for sample
handling, the hardware for introduction of reference standards
and solvents, the computer for controlling the spectrophotom-
eter and calculating results, and the multivariate model. The
system configuration should be compatible with the mid-
infrared or near-infrared IR measurement and this practice.

6.3 Collection of Line Samples:
6.3.1 Withdraw line samples in accordance with accepted

sampling methods as given by Practices D 1265, D 4057, or
D 4177, whichever is applicable. Flush the entire sample loop
with the process stream sample prior to withdrawal of the line
sample.

6.3.2 The intent of this practice is to collect samples that
correspond directly to the spectra being collected by the
analyzer. Collect the sample at a port close to the optical probe
and at a time correlated with the collection of the sample
spectrum. This practice requires that parameters that can

impact the result also be recorded at the time of sample
collection and the effect of these parameters be properly
accounted for when comparing the results with the primary
method result. For a more detailed discussion of the various lag
times that can influence the correspondence between the
analyzer measurement and collection of line samples, see
Practice D 3764.

6.3.3 Sample storage for extended time periods is not
recommended if there is a likelihood that samples degrade with
time. Chemical changes occurring during storage will cause
changes in the spectrum, as well as changes in the property or
quality parameter measured by the primary method.

6.3.4 If possible, at the time of line sample withdrawal,
collect sufficient quantity of sample material to allow for
multiple measurements of the property or quality parameter by
the primary method, should such measurements be required.

7. Preconditions

7.1 Certain preconditions shall be met before this practice
can be applied.

7.1.1 Install the analyzer in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions.

7.1.2 Develop and validate the multivariate calibration
model used on the process analyzer using methods described in
Practices E 1655. If a calibration transfer method is used to
transfer the model from one analyzer to another, verify the
transferred model as described in Practices E 1655.

7.1.3 A quality assurance program for the primary method is
required in order to determine the usability of values generated
by the primary method in the validation of analyzer perfor-
mance using this practice (see Section 8).

8. Reference Values and the Quality Assurance Program
for the Primary Method

8.1 The property reference value against which analyzer
results are compared during validation is established by apply-
ing the primary measurement method which was used in the
model development to line samples representing the process
stream.

8.2 A quality assurance program for the primary method is
required for values generated by this method to be used in
analyzer validation.

8.2.1 Carefully check the laboratory apparatus used for
primary method measurement before these tests are performed
to ensure compliance with the requirements of the primary test
method.

8.2.2 Test control materials of known composition and
quality on a regularly scheduled basis. Plot the primary method
results on control charts to ensure the long-term performance
of the primary test. Individual values, exponentially weighted
moving average, and moving range of two control charts are all
recommended for charting the performance of the primary
method. Calculate the values for these control charts using
equations given in Sections 12 and 13. Plot the differences
between the primary method result, and the expected value for
the standard sample. Determine the historical precision of the
primary method from these regular tests, and compare it to
published values for the method to determine if the test is
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within expected limits. Compare the historical precision to the
analyzer precision using statistical tests.

9. Procedure

9.1 A flowchart for the steps involved in this practice is
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

9.2 Initial Performance Tests:
9.2.1 After the multivariate process analyzer has been

installed (or reinstalled following major maintenance), check
the performance of the instrument. The objective of the check
is to determine that current performance of the instrument is
consistent with performance which is known to produce valid
analyses. Conduct this initial check out of the instrument
within a short period (preferably within 24 h) after installation.
Collect spectra of 20 check or test samples and analyze them
using one or more of the Level 0, Level A, or Level B
performance tests described in Annex A2 and Practice E 1866.

9.2.2 Compare the results for the initial performance tests to
performance test action limits. These action limits may be
based on historical data for the same tests, on simulations of
the effects of performance changes on the analyzer results, or
on a combination of historical and simulated data. Methods for
establishing action limits are discussed in Annex A2 and
Practice E 1866.

9.2.2.1 If the performance test results are within action
limits, then the procedure continues with the initial validation
tests. If the performance test results are not within action limits,
check installation, instrument standardization or calibration
transfer, or combination thereof, and correct the cause of the
inadequate performance. Repeat the initial performance tests.

9.2.2.2 If action limits for performance tests have not been
established, use the results for the initial performance tests to
generate an initial historical database against which future tests
can be compared, and continue the validation procedure with
the steps described in 9.3. In the absence of historical data or
performance simulations, the performance of the instrument
cannot be verified, but shall be assumed. Should the analyzer
fail to validate, inadequate instrument performance could be
responsible.

9.3 Initial Validation (see Section 12 for details):
9.3.1 Once the initial performance tests are completed,

collect spectra of 20 line and test samples and analyze them
using the multivariate model. In order for the results to be used
in the initial validation test, the spectra of the 20 line or test
samples shall not be either outliers or nearest neighbor inliers
(see Section 11 and Annex A3). Replace samples whose spectra
are outliers or nearest neighbor inliers with other line or test
samples.

9.3.2 Withdraw line samples from the process using meth-
ods described in Practices D 1265, D 4057, or D 4177, which-
ever is applicable, and analyze them by the primary method.
The line sample shall correspond directly to the spectrum
collected in 9.3.1.

9.3.3 Check that the standard deviation of the analyzer
results for the 20 validation samples is at least 72 % of the
reproducibility of the primary method for each property/
component being modeled. If not, collect spectra of additional
line or test samples, or both, until the standard deviation is
adequate.

9.3.4 Compare values calculated by the analyzer to those
obtained by the primary method using statistical tests described
in Section 12. If the values are within statistical agreement,
then the analyzer results are considered valid, and the analyzer
can be used to analyze line samples. If the values are not within
statistical agreement, then the installation, instrument standard-
ization or calibration transfer, or combination thereof, are
checked and corrected, and the procedure starts over with
initial performance tests as described in 9.2.

9.4 Normal Operation:
9.4.1 Once the initial analyzer system validation is com-

pleted, normal operations for analysis of process samples may
be conducted. Conduct tests of the performance of the analyzer
and of the validity of the analyzer results on a periodic,
regularly scheduled basis. When these tests are not scheduled,
the normal application of the analyzer for on-line analysis
proceeds as follows:

9.4.1.1 Collect a spectrum of the process sample.
9.4.1.2 Optionally, conduct tests on the spectrum in order to

determine that the quality of the spectrum is adequate for use
in estimating results by way of application of the multivariate
model. Spectrum quality tests are generally defined by the
instrument manufacturer or model developer, or both. If
spectrum quality tests are used, allow a finite number of retries
on the spectrum collection before the analyzer is considered
inoperative, and the results produced invalid.

9.4.1.3 Analyze the spectrum using the calibration model, to
produce one or more results, possibly uncertainties in these
results, and statistics which are used to determine if the
spectrum is an outlier or nearest neighbor inlier relative to the
sample population used in the development of the calibration
model (see Section 11 and Annex A3). If the spectrum recorded
during normal operation of the analyzer is not an outlier or
nearest neighbor inlier, then the calculated property values
produced are considered valid as long as the analyzer quality
control charts are up to date and the differences between the
analyzer results and the primary method results are within
control limits. If the spectrum recorded during the normal
operation of the analyzer is an outlier or nearest neighbor inlier,
then the specific results associated with that spectrum are
considered to be invalid.

9.4.2 When six successive spectra recorded during the
normal operation of the analyzer are all outliers, conduct
performance tests to determine if the instrument performance is
within action limits (see 10.3.3).

9.5 Periodic Validation Tests:
9.5.1 Conduct periodic analyzer validation tests at regularly

scheduled intervals, preferably once a week (see Section 13).
9.5.1.1 Simultaneously, withdraw a line sample from the

process and collect a spectrum of the process stream with the
process analyzer.

9.5.1.2 Analyze the spectrum using the multivariate model
to produce a result, and to produce outlier and nearest neighbor
inlier statistics. If the spectrum is an outlier or nearest neighbor
inlier, it cannot be used for the validation test, and the
procedure starts over with 9.5.1.

9.5.1.3 Analyze the line sample by the primary method used
in the development of the calibration.
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FIG. 1 Flowchart of Process Analyzer Validation Practice Initial Startup and Restart after Maintenance
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FIG. 2 Flowchart of Process Analyzer Validation Practice Normal Operation
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9.5.1.4 Compare the analyzer and primary method results
by plotting their difference on control charts as described in
Section 13.

9.5.1.5 If the difference is within control limits, then the
predicted result for the analyzer is considered to be valid.

9.5.1.6 If the difference is not within control limits, then the
result for the analyzer are invalid. Check the control charts for
the primary method (see Section 8) to ensure that the primary
method is within control limits. If the primary method is not
within control limits, determine and correct the cause of the
error, and repeat the primary method test. If the primary
method is within control limits, conduct performance tests to
check if the instrument performance is within action limits. If
the instrument performance is not within action limits, service
to the analyzer may be necessary.

9.5.2 Collect validation samples, analyze them by the pri-
mary method, and compare the analyzer and primary method
results using control charts on a periodic basis. The exact
period between validation samples will depend on the nature of
the analyzer application. At minimum, collect and analyze a
validation sample at least once within each seven-day period.
More frequent validation testing may be appropriate for
applications where analyzers are being used to certify products.
The period between validation samples should not be less than
the typical time required to obtain the reference data by way of
the primary method.

9.6 If the laboratory, primary method results for a line
sample are not available by the time the next time sample is
scheduled to be collected, then the results produced by the
analyzer are to be considered invalid until such time as the
overdue results become available and the control charts are
updated.

9.7 Performance Tests:
9.7.1 It is recommended that performance tests be con-

ducted on a regularly scheduled basis, preferably daily, be-
tween the periodic analyzer validation tests. The objective of
the test is to demonstrate that the analyzer performance is
consistent between validation tests. Details on performance
tests are given in Section 10, Annex A2, and Practice E 1866.

9.7.1.1 If the results for the performance tests are within
action limits, continue operation of the analyzer.

9.7.1.2 If the results of the performance tests are not within
action limits, then repeat the test. If the results of the repeat test
are not within action limits, then the analyzer results are
considered invalid, and the analyzer should be serviced.

9.7.1.3 If action limits have not been established for the
performance tests, it is recommended that validation tests be
performed more frequently to establish the historical database
against which the limits can be set (see Annex A2 and Practice
E 1866).

9.8 Optical Backgrounds:
9.8.1 Collect new optical backgrounds on a regularly sched-

uled interval, or when indicated by analyzer performance
results.

9.8.2 Tests may be conducted on the collected optical
background to determine its quality. Background quality tests
are generally defined by the instrument manufacturer or model
developer, or both.

9.8.3 If background quality tests are used, allow a finite
number of retries on the spectrum collection before the
analyzer is considered inoperative, and the results produced
invalid.

10. Performance Tests

10.1 Performance tests are conducted to determine whether
the performance of the instrument (the spectrophotometer, the
optical cell, and all transfer optics in between) is adequate to
produce spectra of the quality sufficient for valid analyses.
Typically, check or test samples are introduced into the
analyzer, the spectra of these samples are analyzed using the
appropriate Level 0, Level A, or Level B performance test, and
the results are plotted on charts and compared to action limits.
For analyzers equipped with in-line probes, it may be imprac-
tical to remove the probe to conduct performance tests. For
such analyzers, alternative procedures described in Annex A2
and Practice E 1866 may be used to conduct performance tests.
Adequacy of the spectra is determined by comparison to a
historical database of spectra of sufficient and insufficient
quality. Alternatively, simulations of possible changes in in-
strument performance can be used to define the performance
that is adequate for a given application. A description of Level
0, A, and B tests, and of methods for setting action limits for
performance tests based on historical data and on simulations,
are described in detail in Annex A2 and Practice E 1866.

10.2 When conducting the performance tests, operate the
instrument in the most stable and reproducible conditions
attainable, as defined by the manufacturer. Allow sufficient
warm-up time before the commencement of any measure-
ments. If the calibration model was based on spectra of
samples held within a specified temperature range, then allow
all samples, including check and test samples, to equilibrate to
this temperature prior to spectral measurement. If possible, the
optical configuration used for measurements of test and check
samples should beidentical to that used for measurement of
line samples. If identical optical configurations are not possible
due to analyzer design, the user should recognize that the
performance tests may not measure the performance of the
entire instrument. Data collection and computation conditions
should be equivalent to those used in the collection of the
spectra used in the calibration model. Introduce fresh reference
material into the spectrophotometer cell for each measurement.
Flow through the cell during the measurement is not required.
Date and time stamp the spectral data used in performance
tests, and store the results of the tests in a historical database.

10.3 Timing of Analyzer Performance Tests:
10.3.1 Conduct performance tests on a regularly scheduled

basis, preferably daily, to test instrument performance consis-
tency between validation tests. Compare the results of the
performance tests with action limits for the tests. If a signifi-
cant change in the performance is observed, conduct a second
analysis to verify the change. If the significant change in
performance is verified, mark analyzer resultsnot validated
until the cause and effect of the change can be determined. If
the change in performance is not verified, conduct analyses of
five additional check or test samples to demonstrate that the
first occurrence was an anomaly, before continuing with
normal operation.
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10.3.1.1 The significance of a change in instrument perfor-
mance may be unknown in the absence of historical data or
simulations. In such case, more frequent validation testing may
be required to demonstrate the relationship between analyzer
performance and valid analyses. If, after a change in instrument
performance is observed, the analyzer results remain in control,
the change is not adversely effecting analyzer results. If,
however, the analyzer results go out of control relative to the
primary method, the change is adversely affecting analyzer
results.

10.3.1.2 If historical data or simulations exist to demon-
strate that change in performance is sufficient to produce
invalid analyses, then service the analyzer to correct the
problem. Service of this type is considered major maintenance,
and initial performance and validation tests are required before
resuming analyzer operation.

10.3.2 When an analyzer is installed, or after major main-
tenance has been performed, conduct 20 instrument perfor-
mance tests using the check or test sample over a 24-h period
to capture any diurnal performance variations. Compare the
performance test results for the 20 samples with performance
test action limits to determine if the analyzer performance is
adequate. Add the test results for the 20 analyses to the
historical database against which future performance tests are
compared. Once these performance tests have been success-
fully completed, initiate the initial validation of the analyzer.

10.3.3 If, during the course of normal operation, the spectra
of six successive samples are determined to be spectral outliers
(see Section 11 and Annex A3), it is recommended that
performance tests be conducted to demonstrate that the outlier
diagnostics are responding to chemical changes in the process
stream and not to changes in the instrument performance. If the
results for the performance tests are outside action limits, then
the outlier diagnostics may be responding to instrument per-
formance and the analyzer should be serviced. If the results for
the performance tests are within action limits, then the outlier
diagnostics are most likely responding to changes in the
process which are producing materials outside the range of the
current calibration. If the process remains outside the range of
the calibration for extended periods, it is recommended that the
instrument performance be verified periodically using perfor-
mance tests, until such time as the process returns to a state
where the model is again applicable. If the process has changed
so as to be permanently outside the range of the calibration,
then a new model should be developed following Practices
E 1655. Revalidate the analyzer with the new model following
the procedure described herein.

10.3.4 Conduct performance tests if a bias is observed
between the analyzer and primary method values to determine
if the bias is the result of a change in instrument performance.

10.4 Reference Materials for Instrument Performance Tests:

10.4.1 Check samples are generally used for conducting
performance tests. Check samples are single, pure, liquid
hydrocarbon compounds or mixtures of liquid hydrocarbon
compounds of definite composition. An alternate to using a
check sample is to use an actual process sample called a test

sample. For systems equipped with in-line probes, optical
filters may be used as reference materials for instrument
performance tests.

NOTE 1—Performance tests conducted on test samples are only in-
tended to check the stability of analyzer performance over time. While the
analyzer results for the test sample can be compared to the results for the
primary method, such comparisons are not a substitute for the validation
tests described in Sections 12 and 13. Analyzer results for test samples can
be used in the calculation of the analyzer intermediate precision (see
Section 16).

10.4.2 Details on reference materials for instrument perfor-
mance tests are given in Annex A2 and Practice E 1866.

11. Verification that the Model is Applicable to the
Spectrum of the Process Stream Sample – Spectral
Outlier and Nearest Neighbor Inlier Detection

11.1 The spectra of the calibration samples define a set of
variables that are used in the calibration model. If, when
unknown samples are analyzed, the variables calculated from
the spectrum of the unknown sample lie within the range of the
variables for the calibration, the estimated value for the
unknown sample is obtained by interpolation of the model. If
the variables for the unknown sample are outside the range of
the variables in the calibration model, the estimate represents
an extrapolation of the model. Additionally, if the spectrum of
the sample under test contains spectral features that were not
present in the spectra of the calibration samples, then these
features represent variables that were not included in the
calibration, and the analysis of the sample spectrum represents
an extrapolation of the model.

11.2 For the purpose of this practice, an analyzer result is
considered valid only if the analysis involves an interpolation
of the multivariate calibration model. Outlier detection meth-
ods are used to determine if an analysis represents an interpo-
lation or an extrapolation of the multivariate model. The
mathematics involved in outlier detection are described in
Practices E 1655 and in Annex A3. The calculation of outlier
statistics is by necessity an integral part of the analyzer
software since these calculations shall be conducted each time
the multivariate model is applied to a spectrum to produce a
result. Appropriate limits for outlier tests will generally be set
by the calibration model developer based on statistics from the
calibration set.

11.2.1 A Mahalanobis Distance or leverage statistic is em-
ployed to determine if the spectrum being analyzed represents
an interpolation or extrapolation of the variable space defined
by the calibration model.

11.2.2 A spectral residuals statistic is employed to detect
extrapolation of the calibration model due to spectra features
which were not present in the spectra of the calibration set.

11.2.3 Optionally, a Nearest Neighbor Distance statistic can
be employed to determine when the spectrum being analyzed
falls in a sparsely populated region of the multivariate calibra-
tion space. While analyses of such spectra represent interpola-
tion of the model, there may be insufficient information in the
model to produce valid analyses for these samples. The use of
a Nearest Neighbor Distance statistic is recommended if the
calibration samples are highly clustered in the multivariate
space. It is the responsibility of the model developer to
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determine if use of a Nearest Neighbor Distance statistic is
appropriate. If a Nearest Neighbor Distance statistic is em-
ployed, then the results for any sample whose Nearest Neigh-
bor Distance exceeds the predetermined limit are considered
invalid. Such samples are referred to as Nearest Neighbor
Inliers.

11.3 Annex A3 discusses available outlier detection meth-
ods. Further details on outlier methods and on notations used in
their calculations are in Practices E 1655. Users may substitute
other outlier detection methods providing they are at least as
rigorous as those described in Annex A3 and Practices E 1655.
If alternative outlier detection methods are substituted, it is the
user’s responsibility to demonstrate that any analyzer results
that are marked as invalid by the tests described herein are also
marked as invalid by the substituted methods.

11.4 While it is generally preferable that the outlier statistics
be generated using the same modeling method that was used to
generate the calibration model, this is not required. For
instance, MLR models do not provide spectral residual statis-
tics. If an MLR model is used as the calibration model, an
additional PCR or PLS model may be used to provide the
necessary residuals statistics. If a supplementary model is used
to generate outlier statistics, construct the supplementary
model using the same set of calibration samples used for the
predictive model, and apply the outlier statistics which will be
used on the process analyzer system in the validation of the
model in accordance with Practices E 1655.

11.4.1 Outlier tests detect differences in the spectrum of the
process sample relative to the spectra of the calibration
samples. These spectral differences may be due to differences
in the chemistries of the samples, or due to differences in the
performance of the spectrometer used to collect the spectra.
Table 1 discusses inferences that may be drawn from outlier
test results. The outlier tests by themselves do not distinguish
between the instrument and the sample being the cause of the
outlier result. Instrument performance tests may be used to
help determine if the outlier test is responding to changes in the
process or in the instrument.

12. Analyzer System Initial Validation

12.1 The initial validation of the analyzer is performed by
comparing the analyzer and primary method results for a set of

at least 20 initial validation samples. The primary method
results are regressed against the analyzer results. A statistical
test is performed on the regression results. The null hypothesis
for the test is that the slope of the regression line is less than or
equal to zero, that is, that there is no positive correlation
between the two sets of results. If the null hypothesis is
rejected, then there is a statistically significant positive corre-
lation between the two sets of results.

12.2 Initial Validation Samples:
12.2.1 Initial validation of the analyzer is performed with a

minimum of 20 samples. The actual number of samples used in
the initial validation is designated byn. Spectra of these
samples must yield potentially valid results (for example, the
spectra must not be outliers) as defined in Section 11. For
analyzer validation, select samples with chemical concentra-
tions or physical properties which are interpolations within the
range for which the calibration was developed and validated.

12.2.2 Select initial validation samples which exhibit suffi-
cient variation in the property or composition being measured.
At a minimum, it is recommended that the standard deviation
of the analyzer results among the initial validation samples
should be at least 72 % of the reproducibility of the primary
methodfor each property to be measured.

NOTE 2—Seventy-two percent of the reproducibility is equivalent to
twice the standard deviation of the reproducibility. Strictly speaking, the
standard deviation of both the analyzer results and the primary method
values are preferably at least 72 % of the reproducibility of the reference
method to ensure that there is sufficient variation in the results to perform
a meaningful statistical test. However, the primary method values (see
Section 8) are not necessarily available at the time the initial validation
samples are collected. If the analyzer does not pass the initial validation
tests described in 12.1, and if the standard deviation in the reference
values is less than 72 % of the reproducibility, the user should consider
repeating the initial validation with samples that show a larger variability.

NOTE 3—If the primary method against which the analyzer results is
being compared is not an ASTM method, the reproducibility of the
method may not be known. The repeatability of the primary method values
can be estimated from quality assurance data (see Section 8) and used in
place of the reproducibility. The user should be aware that the repeatability
will generally be smaller than the reproducibility, and that 72 % of the
repeatability will typically represent less variation than 72 % of the
producibility. If the analyzer does not pass the initial validation tests
described below, the user should consider repeating the initial validation
with samples that show a larger variability.

12.2.2.1 Samples in the required property range for validat-
ing one property may not be suitable for validating another
property derived from the same spectral measurement. (For
example, three motor gasoline grades may span five octane
range but may have a constant Reid vapor pressure. They
would, thus, be suitable for initial validation of an analyzer
measuring octane, but not Reid vapor pressure).

12.2.2.2 While line samples are preferable, the process may
not exhibit sufficient variation during the period of initial
validation to provide the required sample variation. In this
case, test samples that were not used for the model develop-
ment may be included in the set of samples used for initial
validation to achieve the required variation. Confirm the
integrity of these test samples by appropriate testing prior to
use. Preferably, test samples should not make up more than
25 % of the set of initial validation samples.

TABLE 1 Inferences Related to Outlier Detection or Instrument
Failure

Mahalanobis
Distance Test

Spectral
Residual

Test

Inferences Status of Analyzer
Result

Less than
limit

less
than
limit

spectrum within range of
calibration spectra

result valid if
control charts are
current and within

control limits
Greater than

limit
less
than
limit

possible instrument malfunction
or model extrapolation due to

sample component outside range
for calibration

invalid result

Less than
limit

greater
than limit

possible instrument malfunction
or model extrapolation due to

sample absorption not present in
calibration spectra

Invalid result

Greater than
limit

geater
than limit

possible instrument malfunction
or model extrapolation

invalid result
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12.2.2.3 Check samples resembling the process stream may
be used in place of test samples providing that their spectra are
not outliers.

12.2.3 Initial Validation Correlation (Slope) Test—Test the
correlation between the analyzer results, and the primary
method results for the 20 initial validation samples by the
following calculation:

12.2.3.1 Perform a regression of the primary method results,
Yr, versus the analyzer results,Ya. Calculate the slope of the
regression,m, as follows:

m5
( ~Ya – Ya!~Yr – Y r!

( ~ Ya – Ya!
2 (1)

Ȳ refers to meany value for then initial validation samples.
12.2.3.2 Calculate the standard error of the regression co-

efficient or slope,Sm

Sm 5Œ( ~Yr – Yr!
2 – m2( ~Ya – Ya!

2

~n – 2!( ~Ya – Ya!
2 (2)

12.2.3.3 Calculate [m/sm] and compare the value to the 95th

percentile of Student’st distribution with ( n–2) degrees of
freedom in Table 2.

12.2.3.4 If the preceding ratio exceeds thet value in the
table, the analyzer results show a statistically significant
correlation to the reference values, and are therefore potentially
valid. The initial validation continues with the bias test in 12.3.

12.2.3.5 If the preceding ratio does not exceed thet value in
the table, the analyzer results do not show a statistically
significant positive correlation to the reference values and are,
therefore, invalid. The analyzer validation process is discon-
tinued until the source of the problem is identified and
corrected. If the standard deviation of either the analyzer
results or the reference values was close to 72 % of the

reproducibility of the reference method, then the user may
consider adding additional line or test samples, or both, to
extend the range of initial validation set, and repeating the
initial validation correlation test.

12.3 Initial Validation Bias Test—A test is performed to
determine if there is a bias between the results for the analyzer
and the primary method.

12.3.1 Compute the differences,di, between the analyzer
results and the primary method results for then initial
validation samples

d i 5 ~ya – yr!i (3)

12.3.2 Examine then differences to determine if any are
outliers using a Generalized Extreme Standardized Deviation
Method(1).7 If any of the differences are outliers relative to the
distribution of differences, collect additional line samples to
replace them. Also examine the differences using a (Normal)
Probability Plot(2) to determine if the differences are normally
distributed. The statistical quality control plots described in
Section 13 assume that the differences are normally distributed.
If the differences are not normally distributed, attempt to
determine the cause of the non-normal distribution and, if
possible, correct it before restarting the validation procedure.

NOTE 4—If the multivariate model does not account for all sources of
variation that may effect the modeled concentration or property, then the
differences between the analyzer result and the primary method result
includes this unmodeled variance. It is assumed that, over a sufficiently
large, diverse set of samples, the systematic model prediction errors
resulting from this unmodeled variance will behave as if they were
random errors, analogous to the imprecision associated with the primary

7 The boldface numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of
this standard.

TABLE 2 95 th and 97.5 th Percentiles of the Student’s t Distribution

Degrees of
Freedom

t95 t97.5 Degrees of
Freedom

t95 t97.5 Degrees of
Freedom

t95 t97.5

1 6.3138 12.7062 28 1.7011 2.0484 75 1.6654 1.9921
2 2.9200 4.3027 29 1.6991 2.0452 80 1.6641 1.99006
3 2.3534 3.1824 30 1.6973 2.0423 85 1.6630 1.98827
4 2.1318 2.7764 31 1.6955 2.0395 90 1.6620 1.98667
5 2.0150 2.5706 32 1.6939 2.0369 95 1.6611 1.98525
6 1.9432 2.4469 33 1.6924 2.0345 100 1.6602 1.98397
7 1.8946 2.3646 34 1.6909 2.0322 105 1.6595 1.98282
8 1.8595 2.3060 35 1.6896 2.0301 110 1.6588 1.98177
9 1.8331 2.2622 36 1.6883 2.0281 115 1.6582 1.98081
10 1.8125 2.2281 37 1.6871 2.0262 120 1.6577 1.97993
11 1.7959 2.2010 38 1.6860 2.0244 125 1.6571 1.97912
12 1.7823 2.1788 39 1.6849 2.0227 130 1.6567 1.97838
13 1.7709 2.1604 40 1.6839 2.0211 135 1.6562 1.97769
14 1.7613 2.1448 41 1.6829 2.0195 140 1.6558 1.97705
15 1.7531 2.1314 42 1.6820 2.0181 145 1.6554 1.97646
16 1.7459 2.1199 43 1.6811 2.0167 150 1.6551 1.97591
17 1.7396 2.1098 44 1.6802 2.0154 155 1.6547 1.97539
18 1.7341 2.1009 45 1.6794 2.0141 160 1.6544 1.97490
19 1.7291 2.0930 46 1.6787 2.0129 165 1.6541 1.97445
20 1.7247 2.0860 47 1.6779 2.0117 170 1.6539 1.97402
21 1.7207 2.0796 48 1.6772 2.0106 175 1.6536 1.97361
22 1.7171 2.0739 49 1.6766 2.0096 180 1.6534 1.97323
23 1.7139 2.0687 50 1.6759 2.0086 185 1.6531 1.97287
24 1.7109 2.0639 55 1.6730 2.0040 190 1.6529 1.97253
25 1.7081 2.0595 60 1.6706 2.0003 195 1.6527 1.97220
26 1.7056 2.0555 65 1.6686 1.9971 200 1.6525 1.97190
27 1.7033 2.0518 70 1.6669 1.9944 ` 1.6449 1.96000
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method. If the differences are not normally distributed, then this assump-
tion may be incorrect, or the set of validation samples may not be large or
diverse enough.

12.3.2.1 To detect outliers among then differences using the
ESD method, calculate the valuesas follows:

ESDi 5?di?/ s (4)

wheres is the standard deviation in thedi. Find the sample
having the maximumESDi. This value isESD(1). Eliminate
this sample, recalculates, and recalculateESDi for the n-1
remaining samples. Find the maximumESD i. This value is
ESD(2). Eliminate this sample, recalculates and recalculate
ESDi for the n-2 samples. Find the maximum value of the
ESDi. This value isESD(3). Assuming there are at most three
outliers, theESDvalues are compared to criticalESDvalues in
Table 3 forn samples. IfESD(3)is greater thanl3 in Table 3
for n samples, then all three samples are outliers. IfESD(3)is
less thanl3, but ESD(2) is greater thanl2, then the first two
samples are outliers. IfESD(3) is less thanl3 andESD(2) is
less thanl2, butESD(1)is greater thanl 1, then the first sample
is an outlier. IfESD(3)is less thanl3, ESD(2)is less thanl 2

and ESD(1) is less thanl 1, then none of the samples are
outliers.

12.3.2.2 A (normal) probability plot is used to test the
assumption that the differences are normally distributed. Con-
struct the probability plot after outliers are eliminated in
12.3.2.1. Generate a vector of probability values from 0.5/n to
1- 0.5/n at intervals of 1/n. Calculate the inverse of the
standard normal cumulative distribution function at these
probability values. Sort then differences calculated in 12.2.2.1
and pair them with the inverse normal cumulative distribution
function values. Plot these pairs as (x,y). If the differences are
normally distributed, the plot should be approximately linear.
Major deviations from linearity are an indication of non-
normal distributions of the differences.

12.3.2.3 Compute the bias for the initial validation process
as the average difference between the analyzer results and the
primary method resultsas follows:

d 5
(
i51

n

di

n (5)

12.3.2.4 Calculate the variance for the validation process

Sd
2 5

(
i51

n

~d i – d! 2

n – 1 (6)

12.3.2.5 Computet:

t 5?d?=n

Sd
(7)

12.3.2.6 Compare the computedt value with the criticalt
values in Table 2 for (n-1) degrees of freedom.

(1) If the calculatedt value is less than or equal to the critical
t value, then the bias is not statistically significant. The
analyzer is expected to give essentially the same average result
as the primary method, and no statistically significant bias
exists and the analyzer results are valid.

(2) If the calculatedt value is greater than the criticalt value,
then the bias is statistically significant. There is at least a 95 %
probability that the analyzer and the primary method are not
giving the same average results. The analyzer or primary
method validity is suspect, and further investigation of the
primary method quality assurance and the analyzer function
and operation shall be conducted to resolve the source of the
bias.Bias corrections of multivariate models are not permitted
within the scope of this practice.

NOTE 5—For the purpose of this practice, if it is necessary to add a bias
correction to a model to bring analyzer and primary method results into
agreement, the addition of the bias correction is considered to produce a
new model. Validate this new model as described in Practices E 1655.
Once the new model has been validated, install it on the analyzer and
validate the analyzer performance in accordance with the procedures
described herein. If the bias is changed, it again produces a new model
which again shall be revalidated in accordance with Practices E 1655, and
the analyzer performance shall again be validated.

12.4 Calculate the relative accuracy and precision of the
initial analyzer validation results as follows:

12.4.1 Calculate the mean square error for the analyzer
results as follows:

SEa
2 5

(
i51

n

~Ya – Yr!i
2

n (8)

12.4.2 If there is no statistically significant bias for the
validation process (see 12.3.2.3 to 12.3.2.6), then the 95 %
confidence limit on the absolute value of the difference
between the measurements by the validated analyzer and by the
primary method is given by

t 3 Sd (9)

wheren is the number of samples used for analyzer valida-
tion, andt is the Student’st95 value from Table 2 forn degrees
of freedom. This limit applies only to primary method results
produced by the same laboratory which provided the data used
in the validation. Comparisons of the analyzer results to
primary method results for other laboratories may produce
larger differences.

12.4.3 Optionally, the analyzer validation results may be
compared to those obtained during the validation of the
multivariate model to determine if the analyzer performance is
consistent with that expected based on the model validation.

12.4.3.1 Compare the mean square error for the analyzer to
that which was obtained for the validation of the model using
an F-test. TheSEVis the Standard Error of Validation for the
model. TheSEVwas calculated as part of the validation of the
model following procedures described in Practices E 1655.

12.4.3.2 Calculate the valueF as follows:

F 5
SEa

2

SEV2 for SEa
2 . SEV2 (10)

F 5
SEV2

SEa
2 for SEV2 . SEa

2 (11)

TABLE 3 Critical Values of l for Generalized ESD Procedure

n l1 l2 l3

20 2.71 2.68 2.65
25 2.82 2.80 2.78
30 2.91 2.89 2.88
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Compare the value ofF with the limiting F value given in
Table 4. If Eq 10 is used, the number of degrees of freedom for
the numerator and denominator aren-1 (wheren is the number
of analyzer validation samples) andv-1 (wherev is the number
of model validation samples), respectively. If Eq 11 is used, the
number of degress of freedom for the numerator and denomi-
nator arev-1 andn-1, respectively.

12.4.3.3 If the calculated valueF is less than the limiting
valueF in Table 4,SEa

2 is not significantly greater thanSEV2,
and the performance of the analyzer is consistent with that
expected for the multivariate model.

12.4.3.4 If the calculated valueF is greater than the limiting
value F from Table 4, then there is a statistically significant
difference betweenSEa

2 and SEV. If Eq 10 was used, the
performance of the analyzer may be poorer than would be
expected on the basis of the model validation results. Conduct
further investigation of the analyzer function and operation to
resolve the source of the poor performance. If Eq 11 was used,
the performance of the analyzer may be better than would be
expected on the basis of the model validation results.

13. Periodic Validation by Plotting Control Charts of the
Differences Between Methods

13.1 If the analyzer passes the initial validation test de-
scribed in 12.1, check the stability of the differences between
the analyzer and primary method using the control charts. Use
three types of control charts as described in Practice D 6299.

13.2 Individual Values Control Chart for the Differences:
13.2.1 Establish the initial control limits for these charts by:
13.2.1.1 Compute the differences,di, for the initial valida-

tion sample set of 20 using Eq 3.

13.2.1.2 Compute the mean differenced̄ (d-bar) and moving
rangeMR (MR-bar) as follows.

d 5
(
i51

n

di

n (12)

MR5
(
i51

n–1

?di11 – di?
n – 1 (13)

13.2.1.3 Construct the Individual Values Control Chart for
the differences as shown in Fig. 3 with the following control
limits.

UCLd 5 d 1 2.66 MR (14)

LCLd 5 d – 2.66MR (15)

13.2.2 Plot the differences,di, but do not connect the points.
13.3 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)

Control Chart:

13.3.1 Overlay the Individual Values chart with an Expo-
nentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) Control Chart
for the differences.(3)

13.3.2 Calculate the control limits for the Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average chart using a weight (lambda) of
0.2 to 0.4 as follows. See Fig. 3. A lambda value of 0.4 closely
emulates the run rule effects of conventional control charts,
while a value of 0.2 has optimal prediction properties for the
next expected value. In addition, these lambda values also
conveniently place the control limits (3-sigma) for the EWMA
trend at the 1-sigma (for 0.2 lambda) to 1.5-sigma (for 0.4
lambda) values for the Individual Observations Chart.

TABLE 4 95 th Percentiles of the F- Distribution

Degrees of Freedom Numerator (Number of Analyzer Validation Samples)

D
e
g
r
e
e
s

20 21 22 23 24 25 30

8 3.15 3.14 3.13 3.12 3.12 3.11 3.08
12 2.54 2.53 2.52 2.51 2.51 2.50 2.47
16 2.28 2.26 2.25 2.24 2.24 2.23 2.19
20 2.12 2.11 2.10 2.09 2.08 2.07 2.04
24 2.03 2.01 2.00 1.99 1.98 1.97 1.94
28 1.96 1.95 1.93 1.92 1.91 1.91 1.87

o
f

32 1.91 1.90 1.88 1.87 1.86 1.85 1.82
36 1.87 1.86 1.85 1.83 1.82 1.81 1.78
40 1.84 1.83 1.81 1.80 1.79 1.78 1.74

F
r
e
e
d
o
m

44 1.81 1.80 1.79 1.78 1.77 1.76 1.72
48 1.79 1.78 1.77 1.76 1.75 1.74 1.70
52 1.78 1.76 1.75 1.74 1.73 1.72 1.68
56 1.76 1.75 1.74 1.72 1.71 1.70 1.66
60 1.75 1.73 1.72 1.71 1.70 1.69 1.65
64 1.74 1.72 1.71 1.70 1.69 1.68 1.64
68 1.73 1.71 1.70 1.69 1.68 1.67 1.63

D
e
n
o
m
I
n
a
t
o
r

72 1.72 1.70 1.69 1.68 1.67 1.66 1.62

76 1.71 1.70 1.68 1.67 1.66 1.65 1.61

80 1.70 1.69 1.68 1.67 1.65 1.64 1.60

84 1.70 1.68 1.67 1.66 1.65 1.64 1.59

88 1.69 1.68 1.66 1.65 1.64 1.63 1.59

92 1.69 1.67 1.66 1.65 1.64 1.63 1.58

96 1.68 1.67 1.65 1.64 1.63 1.62 1.58

100 1.68 1.66 1.65 1.64 1.63 1.62 1.57

` 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.53 1.52 1.51 1.46
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UCLl 5 d 1 2.66MRŒ l
2 –l (16)

LCL l 5 d 1 2.66 MRŒ l
2 –l (17)

13.3.3 Calculate sequence values,wi, and plot them on the
EWMA control chart.w0 is the initial value assumed fori = 0
in calculatingw 1 using the recursion Eq 19

w0 5 d (18)

wi 5 ~1 –l!wi21 1 ldi (19)

13.3.4 Plot thew i values on the chart and connect the
points.

13.4 Moving Range of Two Control Chart:

13.4.1 Construct a separate Moving Range of Two Control
Chart.

13.4.2 See Fig. 4. The control limits are given as follows:

UCLMR 5 3.27MR (20)

LCLMR 5 0 (21)

13.4.3 Plot the values given as follows:

MRi 5?di – di21? (22)

and connect each point.

FIG. 3 Individual Observations and EWMA Charts

FIG. 4 Moving Range of 2 Chart
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13.5 Collect a line sample at the appropriate validation
interval. If the line sample spectrum is not an outlier or nearest
neighbor inlier, determine the sample value by the primary
method. Compute thedi, wi, andMRi values and plot them on
the Individual Differences Control Chart, the Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average Control Chart, and the Moving
Range of Two Control Chart, respectively. The three control
charts are interpreted as follows:

13.5.1 If any of the Individual Value, EWMA or Moving
Range values are outside their respective upper and lower
control limits, the analyzer system or the primary method, or
both appear to be unstable, and efforts should be made to
determine the cause. Results for the analyzer are considered
invalid until the cause is corrected and the performance of the
analyzer has been revalidated.

13.5.2 Optionally, the following occurrences should be
considered early signals of instability:

13.5.2.1 Two out of three consecutive results on the Indi-
vidual Differences Control Chart that fall outside of either 2s
(1.77MR ) limit;

13.5.2.2 Four out of five consecutive results on the Indi-
vidual Differences Control Chart that fall outside the same 1s
(0.89MR ) limit;

13.5.2.3 Eight or more consecutive points in the Individual
Differences Control Chart that fall on the same side of the
center line.

14. Updating Control Limits

14.1 After a set of 20 additional periodic validation line
samples have been collected, reevaluate the control limits for
the three control charts to see if a statistically significant
change in performance has occurred.

14.1.1 Calculate the bias and variance of the 20 new
differences as described previously in Eq 5 and Eq 6, and
perform a t test to see if any bias calculated is statistically
significant as described in 12.3.

14.1.1.1 If the bias is not statistically significant, then the
analyzer is expected to give essentially the same average result
as the primary method.

14.1.1.2 If the bias is statistically significant, then the user
can be 95 % confident that the analyzer and the primary
method are not giving the same average results. The analyzer
and primary method validity are both suspect. Conduct further
investigation of the analyzer function and operation and of the
primary method measurement to resolve the source of the bias.
Bias corrections of multivariate models are not permitted
within the scope of this practice(see Note 5).

14.1.2 Compare the variance of the 20 new differences
calculated in 14.1.1 to the variance previously calculated by an
F-test.

F 5
Sd

2 ~current!

Sd
2 ~previous!

for Sd
2 ~current! $ Sd

2 ~previous! (23)

F 5
Sd

2 ~previous!

Sd
2 ~current!

for Sd
2 ~current! , Sd

2 ~previous! (24)

NOTE 6—The number of degrees of freedom forSd
2 (current) will be 19,

whereas the number of degrees of freedom forSd
2 (previous) will be one

less than the total number of results used in the pooled variance which was
previously calculated.

14.1.2.1 If theF value calculated is less than the criticalF
value from Table 4, and if the standard deviation of the new
results is at least 72 % of the reproducibility of the primary
method, then the variance calculated for the 20 new results
belongs to the same population as the previous variance. Pool
the new results with the previous results to calculate a new
analyzer variance by way of Eq 6. Calculate new values ford̄
and MR using the pooled results in Eq 12 and Eq 13, and
recalculate new control limits for all three control charts based
on the pooled results.

14.1.2.2 If theF value calculated is greater than the critical
value from Table 4, then there is a 95 % probability that the 20
new results come from a population that does NOT have the
same variance as that estimated from the previous results,
which suggests that a change has occurred in the entire
validation process. Further investigation of key elements and
procedures including, but not limited to the performance of the
analyzer, the primary method, and the sampling process, is
warranted.

14.1.2.3 If Eq 23 was used to calculate anF value greater
than the critical value, then the variance of the validation
process has increased. Indentify and correct the cause of the
increase before continuing with the validation process. If no
cause can be identified, it is recommended that the validation
process be restarted with 20 new initial validation samples (see
Section 12), and that analyzer results be marked invalid until
the initial validation has been successfully completed.

14.1.2.4 If Eq 24 was used to calculate anF value greater
than the critical value, then the variance of the validation
process has decreased. Attempt to identify the cause for the
improvement to determine if it can be maintained. If the
improvement is not due to a special cause, and if the standard
deviation of the 20 results is at least 72 % of the reproducibility
of the primary method, then combine the results for the 20 new
samples with the previous results to produce a new estimate of
the validation process variance. Update the control limits
appropriately. If the standard deviation of the results is not at
least 72 % of the reproducibility of the primary method, do
NOT adjust the variance estimate or control limits.

15. Analyzer Repeatability

15.1 Analyzer repeatability can be estimated directly from
the analyzer results during periods when the process sample is
relatively constant. Once a minimum of 25 analyses have been
obtained, the results are plotted on control charts and statisti-
cally analyzed to estimate the analyzer repeatability.

15.1.1 Visually screen the results for unusual values. Use
the Generalized Extreme Standardized Derivative method (see
12.3.2) to test for outliers among the results. Plot the results in
chronological order and examine them for nonrandom patterns.
Use a (normal) probability plot (see 12.3.2.2) to check that the
results are normally distributed.

15.1.2 If the results are normally distributed, construct
Individual Observation, Moving Range of Two, and Exponen-
tial Weighted Moving Average control charts for the results and
establish limits (see Section 13).
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15.2 Estimate the standard deviation for the analyses from
the control charts as

ŝ 5 0.89 MR (25)

The analyzer repeatability is obtained by multiplyingŝ by
2.77.

NOTE 7—Practices E 1655 defines a procedure for estimating the
precision of the multivariate model. Since the Practices E 1655 procedure
generally involves spectral measurements of static samples under labora-
tory conditions, the Practices E 1655 precision is expected to be somewhat
better than what can be achieved in on-line application of the model.
Similarly, statistical analysis of repetitive Level B performance tests may
be used as an indication of analyzer repeatability and analyzer interme-
diate precision. However, since such performance tests do not necessarily
include all potential sources of variation associated with the on-line
measurement, the instrument precision may be somewhat better than what
can be achieved during on-line measurement. If the analyzer repeatability
measurements discussed previously cannot be performed, then the Prac-
tices E 1655 model precision or instrument performance test precision
may be used as an arbitrarily optimistic estimate of analyzer repeatability.

16. Analyzer Intermediate Precision

16.1 If the use of the analyzer results requires that a
numerical estimate be made of the analyzer intermediate
precision (long-term analyzer stability), then it is recom-
mended that this estimate be made from the repetitive analyses
of a test sample whose spectrum is neither an outlier or a
nearest neighbor inlier. Conduct the analyses on a periodic
basis, no more frequently than once a day.

16.2 The conditions under which the test sample is analyzed
should mimic as closely as possible those used during routine
analyzer operation for analysis of line samples. Variables
which shall be considered include, but are not limited to,
sample temperature, flow rate, and pressure.

16.3 Once a minimum of 20 analyses have been obtained,
plot the results on control charts and statistically analyze them
to estimate the analyzer intermediate precision.

16.3.1 Visually screen the results for unusual values. Use
the Generalized Extreme Standardized Deviation Method (see
12.3.2) to test for outliers among the results. Plot the results in
chronological order and examine them for nonrandom patterns.

Use a (normal) probability plot (see 12.3.2.2) to check that the
results are normally distributed.

16.3.2 Construct Individual Observation, Moving Range of
Two, and Exponential Weighted Moving Average control
charts for the results and establish limits (see Section 13).

16.4 Estimate the long-term standard deviation for the
analyses from the control charts as follows:

ŝ 5 0.89MR (26)

The analyzer intermediate precision is obtained by multiply-
ing ŝ by 2.77.

16.5 Plot additional results from the precision test on the
control charts and update the limits each time an additional 20
results are collected (see Section 14).

16.6 If the use of the analyzer results requires that the
analyzer intermediate precision estimate be continuously moni-
tored over multiple test samples, then perform 20 analyses of a
new test sample before the current test sample is depleted.
Check thatŝ2 for the new sample is statistically equivalent to
the ŝ 2 obtained from previous test samples using theF-test
described in 14.1.2. Alternatively, a Q-chart(4) may be used
during the initial change to the new test sample providing there
is a historical estimate of the analyzer intermediate precision
based on at least 50 results.

NOTE 8—The analyzer intermediate precision calculated previously is
only an estimate of the true intermediate precision. How good the estimate
is depends on a number of factors. The precision of the analyzer results
may vary across the multivariate space defined by the calibration model.
A single test sample may not account for all this potential variation.
Further, if the spectral measurement of the test sample is not done under
conditions that are identical to those used during normal operation, the
measurement may not include some sources of variation and a low
estimate of the reproducibility may result. If the analyzer intermediate
precision is better that the analyzer repeatability (see Section 15), the
intermediate precision estimate is probably not accounting for all sources
of variation.

17. Keywords
17.1 control chart; infrared analyzer; infrared spectropho-

tometers; IR spectroscopy; multivariate process; NIR spectros-
copy; statistical quality assurance; validation

ANNEXES

(Mandatory Information)

A1. CONSIDERATIONS FOR QUANTITATIVE ON-LINE PROCESS IR MEASUREMENTS

A1.1 Spectral data collection and computation parameters
used for the collection of process sample spectra should
generally be identical to those used in collecting the calibration
spectra on which the multivariate model is based.

A1.1.1 The wavelength (frequency) range over which pro-
cess sample spectra are collected shall be the same or greater
than the range over which the calibration sample spectra were
collected. If the range is greater, the additional data collected is
discarded prior to application of the model.

A1.1.2 The optical and digital resolution at which process
sample spectra are collected should be identical to that used in
the collection of the calibration sample spectra.

A1.1.3 For instruments such as FT-IR where the spectra are
obtained by mathematical processing of the raw spectral data,
the processing conditions (for example, apodization, zero-
filling, and so forth) employed in calculating the process
sample spectra should be identical to those used in calculating
the calibration sample spectra.
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A1.1.4 Absorbances for the bands specified in this test
method are expected to fall within the linear operating range of
the spectrophotometer, as defined by the manufacturer, typi-
cally less than 1.0 absorbance units.

A1.1.5 If the measurement time (for example, number of
averaged scans) is not the same for the process sample spectral
measurement as for the measurement of the calibration sample
spectra, then the user shall determine what effect this change
has on the precision of the analyzer results.

A1.2 Spectrophotometer Cells and Other Infrared
Sampling Methods

A1.2.1 One common process infrared measurement in-
volves transmitting the infrared light through the sample while
the sample is contained in a spectrophotometer cell. The
spectrophotometer cell consists of two infrared transparent
windows held apart at a fixed distance, the sample path length.
The sample may flow through the cell during the spectral
measurement, or the flow may be interrupted for the duration
of the measurement.

A1.2.2 Inspect spectrophotometer cells and verify that the
cells contribute minimally to the measured absorbance of the
sample. If contamination or deposition on the cell windows is
suspected, clean windows with an appropriate solvent, or
replace if necessary. Contamination can sometimes be detected
by an increased baseline. Cell windows should also be exam-
ined for scratches and cracks.

A1.2.3 The optical path length is an important consideration
in infrared spectroscopic measurements. Appropriate path-
lengths depend on the spectral range employed. Path lengths
are chosen to keep the absorbance at analytical wavelengths
within the linear operating range of the spectrophotometer. The
most common path lengths for the infrared region are given in
Table A1.1.

The path length used for the process measurements should
be nominally the same as that used in collecting the data on
which the calibration model is based.

NOTE A1.1—Liquid viscosities may limit the use of flow cells in the
4000 to 400 cm-1 region. Internal reflection spectroscopy (see 6.2.2.1)
may be more practical in this frequency range.

A1.2.4 Other sampling methods may be applicable to mea-
surements conducted in some parts of the infrared region.

A1.2.5 The sample being analyzed may be contacted with
an internal reflection element such that attenuated total reflec-
tance occurs at the interface. Mid-infrared spectra are then
measured by way of internal reflection spectroscopy.

A1.2.6 Transflection involves a measurement wherein the
infrared radiation transmitted through the sample is returned
through the sample by means of an external reflector. Some
fiber optic probes employ transflection. Transflection doubles
the effective path length of the cell since light passes through
the sample twice.

A1.2.7 When check or test samples are being introduced, it
is generally preferable to wash out the current sample with the
next sample. The volume of sample used to flush the cell
should be at least five times the volume between the sample
inlet and cell exit point(s). When measurements are conducted
on flowing samples, the flow through the optical cell should be
high enough to ensure that a fresh sample is present for each
spectral measurement.

A1.3 Fiber Optics

NOTE A1.2—Not all process IR analyzers are installed with fiber optics.
This section applies only to analyzers that use fiber optics.

A1.3.1 Fiber optics, single-strand or multiple-strand fibers,
can be employed to transmit light from the spectrophotometer
to the sample and from the sample back to the spectrophotom-
eter.

A1.3.2 Consult fiber and instrument manufacturers for
proper selection, installation, and maintenance of fiber optic
cables.

A1.4 In-Line Probes

A1.4.1 An in-line probe may be considered a spectropho-
tometer cell installed in a process pipe or side loop and
connected to the spectrophotometer by optical fibers. In-line
probes may be used in cases where the analysis is desired at
process conditions (pressure and temperature), where it is
difficult to install the required slip stream piping to permit safe
withdrawal of a line sample for analysis, or where disposal of
the sample after analysis may create an environmental hazard.

A1.4.1.1 Where possible, in-line probes should be installed
to allow for their complete removal for the purpose of
collecting backgrounds or instrument performance test data,
and to allow for inspection of the probe for fouling or physical
damage.

A1.4.1.2 For some installations, removal of the in-line
probe involves excessive work, or exposes personnel to in-
creased hazards. In this case, the probe cannot be inspected
manually for fouling or physical damage. The total energy
throughput of the system, and the baseline of the sample
absorption spectra should be continuously monitored for evi-
dence of fouling or damage.

A1.5 Sample Temperature

A1.5.1 Sample temperature greatly impacts the reproduc-
ibility of spectral measurements due to density changes and
intermolecular interactions, and may consequently affect pre-
dicted values. The significance of temperature effects shall be
separately established for every composition, component, or
property measured.

A1.5.2 Temperature control of the reference material,
samples, and process stream should be incorporated such that
the temperature of all materials introduced into the spectropho-
tometer cell are constant and known. Alternatively, temperature

TABLE A1.1 Common Path lengths for Liquid Hydrocarbon
Analysis in the Infrared Region

NOTE 1—The path length used for the process measurements should be
nominally the same as that used in collecting the data on which the
calibration model is based.

Wavelength, nm Frequency, cm-1 Path length, mm

800-1100 12 500-9091 20 - 100
1100-1600 9091-6250 7-12
1600-2200 6250-4545 1-3
2000-6250 5000-1600 0.5

2500-25 000 4000-400 0.01 - 0.05
See Note A1
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variation over a specified range can be compensated for either
in the multivariate calibration model or through pre-processing

or post-processing, and the temperature for the process stream
shall be controlled to within the range used for the calibration.

A2. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE TESTS

A2.1 Reference Materials for Instrument

A2.1.1 Check Samples—Check samples are generally used
for conducting performance tests. Check samples are single,
pure, liquid hydrocarbon compounds or mixtures of liquid
hydrocarbon compounds of definite composition.

NOTE A2.1—If mixtures are utilized as check samples, they shall be
prepared in a repeatable manner and, if stored, stored such that the mixture
is stable over long periods of time. In preparing mixtures of liquid
hydrocarbon materials, components should be accurately pipetted or
weighed at ambient temperature. It is recommended that mixtures be
independently verified for composition prior to use.

A2.1.1.1 The check sample is chosen such that its absorp-
tion spectrum is similar to the petroleum matrix of the
application of interest.

A2.1.1.2 When possible, the check sample should contain
the major functional groups associated with the process stream
of interest.

NOTE A2.2—The near-infrared spectral region is a simplified spectrum
for petroleum products in that the major bands are: aromatic, olefin,
methyl, methylene, and oxygenates. For example, toluene is a frequently
chosen reference material for gasoline range petroleum products or
intermediates. Toluene contains two major functional groups associated
with gasoline, aromatic, and methyl functional groups.

A2.1.1.3 The check sample should have significant absor-
bance at the wavelength(s) of interest. In order to adequately
determine the photometric linearity of the instrument, the peak
absorbance of a check sample should be similar to, and
preferably slightly greater than, the largest absorbance ex-
pected from the process fluids.

A2.1.1.4 Mixtures can be used as check samples but their
spectra may be adversely affected by temperature-sensitive
interactions that may manifest themselves by wavelength and
absorbance changes. Additionally, mixture composition may
change with time due to differential evaporation if samples are
not stored properly.

A2.1.2 Test Samples—A test sample is a process or product
sample, or a mixture of process or product samples, whose
spectrum is expected to be constant for the time period it is
used in performance testing.

A2.1.2.1 Store the test sample in bulk quantities in con-
trolled conditions such that the material is stable over time.

A2.1.2.2 Since test samples cannot be synthetically repro-
duced, they can only be used for performance testing for
limited time periods. If test samples are used for this purpose,
collection of historical data on a new test sample should be
initiated before previous test samples are depleted. It is
recommended that new test samples be analyzed sequentially
with old test samples at least 15 times before they are used to
replace the old test sample. The 15 analyses shall be performed
over a time period that does not exceed one month in duration.

A2.1.3 Optical Filters—An optical reference filter is an
optical filter or other optical device located in the spectropho-

tometer or the sample probe which produces an absorption
spectrum which is known to be constant over time. This filter
may be automatically inserted into the optical path to allow
instrument performance tests to be performed.

A2.1.3.1 Optical filters are used principally with in-line
probes when removal of the probe is inconvenient, precluding
the use of check or test samples for routine instrument
performance testing.

A2.1.3.2 If an optical filter is used routinely to check or
correct the spectral data collection or computation, then the
same filter cannot be used for instrument performance testing.
For example, polystyrene filters are used to continuously check
and correct the wavelength scale of some dispersive NIR
spectrophotometers. For such systems, polystyrene filters
should not be employed for instrument performance testing.

A2.2 Types of Performance Tests

A2.2.1 Three types of performance tests are described
herein. ASTM Committee E13 has defined Level 0 tests to
consist of a series of univariate instrument performance tests.
The Level A and Level B tests defined herein are multivariate
instrument performance tests intended to be a rapid pass/fail
measure of the instrument performance.

A2.2.2 The Level 0, A, and B tests are intended to check the
following spectrophotometer variables: baseline, path length,
wavelength, spectroscopic resolution, and photometric preci-
sion and linearity.

A2.2.3 Level A tests involve the mathematical comparison
of the spectrum of a check or test sample against a historical
spectrum of the same material. Level B tests apply the actual
process stream calibration model to analyze a check sample
spectrum, a test sample spectrum, or the spectrum of an optical
filter.

A2.2.4 Some Level 0 tests are specific for the type of
spectrophotometer in use (Fourier transform, diode array,
monochromator, acousto-optic tunable filter, and so forth),
whereas, Level A and Level B tests are applicable to all
spectrophotometers. Level 0 tests for some specific instruments
have been suggested or approved by Committee E-13. Tests
that might be useful in Level 0 procedures include those
discussed in Practices E 275, E 932, E 1421 and E 1944.

A2.2.5 If the Level A or B test fails, it may be useful to
perform a Level 0 test to provide diagnostics which might
pinpoint the cause of the failure.

A2.2.6 Level 0 and A tests can be developed prior to and
utilized during and after the development of the process
calibration model. Although, by its very nature, the Level B
test can only be used after the process calibration model is
developed, it has the added advantage of providing some
information about the sensitivity of the calibration model to
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instrument performance parameters, especially when it is
applied to test samples rather than check samples or optical
filters.

A2.2.7 Level 0 Tests:
A2.2.7.1 Level 0 tests are not intended to provide absolute

measures of instrument performance, but rather useful diag-
nostics that can be used to detect changes in instrument
performance.

A2.2.7.2 Level 0 tests measure various significant instru-
ment parameters by specific univariate type measurements
performed on the spectrum of a check sample, a test sample, or
an optical filter. Parameters most frequently checked are
wavelength precision, spectral resolution or bandwidth, base-
line levels, photometric noise, and photometric linearity. All of
the parameters measured should be plotted on control charts
and compared to historical values. The information derived is
directly related to instrument performance and can be used for
trouble shooting.

A2.2.7.3 If Committee E13 has not specified an appropriate
test procedure for the specific type of instrument used in the
analyzer, or if the sample specified by the Committee E13
procedure is incompatible with process operation, then the
following guidelines can be used to develop a practical Level
0 test.

NOTE A2.3—A variety of algorithms can be used to calculate peak
positions, photometric noise, baseline stability, and resolution from
spectral data. Not all algorithms produce results of sufficient precision to
be useful for instrument performance testing. The calculations in the
following guidelines are intended as examples. The algorithms used in
calculations of performance test results should be tested to demonstrate
that they accurately track changes in instrument performance.

A2.2.7.4 A wavelength (or frequency) stability test is con-
ducted by monitoring the positions of one or more absorbance
peaks for a check sample, a test sample or an optical filter. It is
recommended that the peak position be determined by the
following steps:

(1) Compute the first derivative of the spectrum by applying
the appropriate digital filter to the spectrum. A commonly used
filter has been defined by Savitzki and Golay(5) with correc-
tions by Steiner, J., Termonia, Y., andDeltour, J.(6), with
application criteria discussed by Willson and Polo(7). The
latter reference discusses optimum filter parameters based upon
the relationship between spectral bandwidth and digitization
interval.

(2) Identify the zero crossing associated with the peak
absorbance and compute its location by linear interpolation
between the two adjacent points straddling the zero crossing.
The zero crossing is taken as a measure of the peak position.

NOTE A2.4—The preceding test of wavelength stability can be affected
by photometric noise. To minimize the effect of noise, the peaks used for
wavelength stability testing should be less than 1.0 absorbance, and
preferably below 0.7 absorbance.

A2.2.7.5 Photometric noise tests are conducted at two or
more spectral regions, preferably areas of minimum absor-
bance. A spectral region used in the test covers at least eleven
adjacent points. Two successive absorbance spectra of the
check sample, the test sample, or the optical filter are collected.
The second spectrum is subtracted from the first to generate a

difference spectrum. The average value in each spectral region
is calculated for the difference spectrum and the standard
deviation about the average is calculated. The photometric
noise is the standard deviation about the average.

Photometric noise5Œ(
i51

n

~Ai – A! 2

n – 1 (A2.1)

Ai is the absorbance value of the difference spectrum at the
i th data point,Ā is the average absorbance over then data
points.

NOTE A2.5—The preceding measurement of photometric noise can be
affected by wavelength instability if there is a significant change in
absorbance across the region used in the noise calculation.

A2.2.7.6 Baseline stability is calculated for the same re-
gions used in the photometric noise test. For a single spectrum,
the mean absorbance for each region is computed and com-
pared to historical data. Variation from the historical value is
taken as an indication of baseline instability.

A2.2.7.7 Spectral resolution at one or more peaks in the
spectrum of a check sample, a test sample, or an optical filter
should be monitored for stability. It is recommended that the
spectral resolution of each peak be determined by the following
steps.

(1) Compute the second derivative of the spectrum by
applying an appropriate digital filter to the spectrum. A
commonly used filter has been defined by Savitzki and Golay
(5) with corrections by Steiner, J., Termonia, Y., and Deltour, J.
(6), with application criteria discussed by Willson and Polo(7).
The latter reference discusses optimum filter parameters based
upon the relationship between spectral bandwidth and digiti-
zation interval.

(2) Identify the zero crossing on both sides of the minimum
associated with the peak absorbance and computing their
locations by linear interpolation from the two adjacent points
straddling the zero crossing. The difference in the locations of
the two zero crossings is taken as a measure of the spectral
resolution.

NOTE A2.6—The preceding test of spectral resolution can be affected
by photometric noise.

A2.2.7.8 Photometric linearity is tested using two peaks in
the absorbance spectrum, one of which is the peak of maxi-
mum absorbance. The second peak is preferably less than half
the absorbance of the maximum peak. Linear baselines for
each peak are calculated from points of minimal absorbance on
opposite sides of the peaks. The maximum absorbance for each
peak is corrected for the baseline, and the ratio of the
absorbances for the two peaks is calculated. The ratio is used
to track changes in the photometric linearity.

NOTE A2.7—This test is sensitive to wavelength instabilities. A signifi-
cant change in the ratio can be taken as evidence of a change in
photometric linearity, only if wavelength stability has been demonstrated.

A2.2.8 Level A Tests:
A2.2.8.1 A Level A performance test is a pass/fail test that

is sensitive to all of the Level 0 parameters. Level A tests do
not identify specific failure modes, but merely indicate if the
instrument performance is within historical bounds. In this test,
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the spectrum of a check sample, a test sample or an optical
filter is compared to a historical spectra of the check sample,
the test sample, or the optical filter by multivariate methods
(least squares fitting or a PCR/PLS model). This procedure can
provide some information about specific instrument param-
eters, but essentially looks for deviations in the residual
spectrum as compared to the historical residual spectra. The
spectral range used in Level A tests should be comparable to
that used in the calibration model. If the spectrum of the check
sample, the test sample, or the optical filter used in the Level
A test contains absorptions that are significantly higher than
those of the calibration samples, then these peaks can be
excluded from the Level A fit.

A2.2.8.2 Level A Tests Using a Least Squares Method.—In
a Level A test, a least square fit of the current spectrum of the
check sample, test sample, or optical filter is conducted against
a historical spectrum of the same material. Baseline terms may
be included in the fit to compensate for variations in baseline,
and scaling may be applied to compensate for path length
variations. The types of compensations (baseline or path
length) used in the fit should be similar to those employed in
the multivariate model used for the actual analyzer measure-
ment. Methodology for calculating the least square fit is
discussed by Blackburn, J.A.(8) and by Antoon, M.K., J.H.
Koenig and J.L. Koenig(9). A typical least squares model
could be

g 5 ah1 bl 1 c1 (A2.2)

whereg is the vector containing the current spectrum of the
check sample, the test sample, or the optical filter,h is the
vector containing the historical spectrum of the check sample,
the test sample or the optical filter,l ( v for frequency based
spectra) is the vector of the wavelength axis values for spectra
g andh, and 1 is a vector of ones.a is a coefficient for scaling
the historical spectrum to match the current spectrum.b is a
coefficient which scalesl to provide a baseline correction
which is linear in wavelength (or frequency).c is a coefficient
for a baseline offset. The coefficientsa, b, and c are first
determined and then used to estimate the spectrum of the
current sample gˆ. The residuals from the fit are the difference
between the measured and estimated values for the data points,
g – ĝ. The residuals from the fit are squared, and summed. The
resulting measure, herein referred to as the spectral residual, is
used as a measure of changes in the instrument performance.
This spectral residual should be plotted on control charts.
Additionally, the scaling and baseline coefficients can be
monitored as an additional measure of instrument performance.

NOTE A2.8—Any function of the sum of the squares of the residuals
can be used, for example, the square root.

A2.2.8.3 Level A Tests Using a PCR or PLS Method.—To
perform a Level A test using PCR or PLS, one shall first
develop an appropriate model. A series of historical spectra for
the check sample, the test sample or the optical filter are
analyzed without mean centering by a PCR or PLS regression
algorithm using 100 % for the compositional value to generate
the Level A model. Generally, only one variable should be
retained in the model since all the spectra are of the same
material. The type of pre-processing or post-processing done in

the Level A test model should be comparable to that done in the
multivariate calibration models being used on the analyzer. The
principal component or latent variable resulting from this
model is applied to a current spectrum of the check sample, the
test sample, or the optical filter to generate a calculated
spectrum of the test sample, the check sample, or the optical
filter. From this calculated spectrum, the spectral residual can
be computed as described previously. The spectral residual can
be charted to determine if the instrument is operating within
historical specifications.

NOTE A2.9—Chemometricians might refer to the analysis described in
A2.2.8.3 as Principal Component Analysis rather than Principal Compo-
nents Regression. However, the object here is to allow the Level A test to
be developed and applied using the same chemometric software employed
in the development and application of the multivariate calibration model.

A2.2.9 Level B Tests:
A2.2.9.1 A Level B performance test analyzes the spectrum

of a check sample, a test sample, or an optical filter against the
models in use on the analyzer system. As such, Level B tests
can not be performed during calibration. Level B tests monitor
the instrument performance for deviations to which the cali-
bration model is sensitive. Tests on a limited number of
samples are not rigorous, but failure in these tests are indicative
that the analyzer operation has changed. The spectrum of the
check sample, the test sample, or the optical filter is analyzed
using the multivariate model normally applied to line samples.
The predicted value (property or component concentration),
the Mahalanobis distance, and the spectral residuals are again
compared to historical values to detect any change in the
analyzer performance.

A2.3 Performance Test Charts

A2.3.1 Performance test results should be plotted on charts
and examined for trends. Such trend analysis may provide
early warnings of possible analyzer problems.

A2.3.2 Individual Value Control Charts, Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average Control Charts, and Moving Range
of Two Control Charts (see Section 13) can be used to detect
statistically significant changes in instrument performance.
However, the statistical control limits associated with these
charts will not necessarily be used to judge the performance
test results. Instead, some performance test results are typically
compared to action limits as described in B5.

A2.3.3 For some performance tests, the test results are
expected to trend continuously in one direction until such time
as the analyzer is serviced. For example, the energy output of
an infrared source is expected to decrease continuously as the
source ages, until such time, as the source is cleaned or
replaced. The decreased energy may be observed as an increase
in the Level 0 photometric noise, or as an increase in the Level
A spectral residual. The daily change in energy, noise, or
residual may be large relative to the precision with which these
values can be measured, but have tolerable effect on the
accuracy or precision of the analyzer results. For such tests,
control charts and limits as discussed in Section 13 are
inappropriate. An action limit for such tests needs to be
determined from historical data or simulations as discussed in
B5.
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A2.3.4 For some performance tests, the test results are
expected to vary randomly about a fixed point. For example,
for a properly operating instrument, the Level 0 wavelength
value might be expected to vary randomly about some average
value. For such tests, the control charts and control limits
described in Section 13 can be usefully employed to set initial
action limits in the absence of historical data. Such initial
action limits may be loosened if statistically significant perfor-
mance changes detected by the control charts are not found to
have significant effect on the validity of analyzer results.

A2.3.5 Since Level B composition or property results for
check or test samples are most directly comparable to actual
analyzer results, the Level B composition or property estimates
are most amenable to statistical control charting. Action limits
for Level B composition or property estimates can be set to the
control limits described in Section 13.

A2.4 Performance Test Action Limits

A2.4.1 Calibration models differ greatly in their sensitivity
to various aspects of instrument performance, and each appli-
cation differs in what constitutes an acceptable tolerance to
changes in the results caused by variations in instrument
performance. Although instrument performance tests are useful
in their own right, the process analyst should be concerned
with how changes in the instrument performance propagate
through the calibration model and affect the calculated results.
Historical databases or simulations that define acceptable
performance for one application may not be appropriate for
another application. In addition, the level of performance
required by an application may be changed by the updating of
the calibration model.

A2.4.2 Setting Action Limits Based on Historical Data for
Performance Tests:

A2.4.2.1 Performance tests provide measures of instrument
performance. These measures can be compared to historical
data for the same tests in order to judge the adequacy of
analyzer performance. If historical data exist, limits for each
test can be set and the performance can be judged against these
limits. If historical data do not exist, it will be necessary to
collect it as a standard part of the analyzer operation, and such
collection will eventually allow performance limits to be
established. The collection of the historical database for
performance tests is an integral part of the analyzer operation,
and continues for the life of the analyzer.

A2.4.2.2 If the analyzer results for validation samples are in
agreement with the results from the primary method, then the
results for the performance tests conducted during the same
time period should be considered an example of acceptable
instrument performance and added to the historical database.

A2.4.2.3 If the analyzer results are not in agreement with
the results from the primary method, and if the primary method
is within statistical quality control, the results from the perfor-
mance tests may be examples of unacceptable instrument
performance, particularly if the results from the performance
tests are inconsistent with the historical database. Examples of
unacceptable instrument performance can be used to set action
limits for future performance tests.

A2.4.2.4 It is strongly recommended that, at the time the
multivariate model is developed, spectra of the check sample,

the test sample, or the optical filter be collected along with
spectra of the calibration and model validation samples.
Performance tests can be applied to this data to determine the
level of performance at the time of calibration. If a calibration
model was developed and validated, then the level of perfor-
mance measured during the calibration period is adequate to
produce the precision demonstrated during calibration and
validation of the model.

A2.4.2.5 Changes in analyzer performance that are detected
by Level 0 tests may or may not produce a significant change
in the results produced by the analyzer. Different types of
multivariate models differ significantly in their sensitivity to
various aspects of analyzer performance. By plotting the Level
0 test results against analyzer results on control charts, condi-
tions that lead to invalid analyzer results can be identified, and
action limits for each Level 0 test can eventually be estab-
lished.

A2.4.2.6 Increases in the spectral residuals that are detected
by Level A tests will generally reflect some change in the
results produced by the analyzer. Even if the analyzer result
does not change, the spectral residuals measured as part of the
outlier testing will generally be expected to increase. The level
of increase that can be tolerated can be determined by plotting
the Level A test spectral residuals against analyzer results, and
determining the maximum level at which valid analyzer results
are produced.

A2.4.2.7 Changes in the values produced by a Level B test
are the most straightforward to interpret since the values are
directly comparable to the analyzer results. If the analysis of
the spectrum of the check sample, the test sample, or the
optical filter is an interpolation of the model, then limits can be
set directly based on the desired performance of the analyzer.
If the analysis of the spectrum of the check sample, the test
sample, or the optical filter is an extrapolation of the model,
exercise care in setting limits since the extrapolated result may
be more sensitive to small changes in instrument performance
than analyses that are interpolations of the model. This is
known as leverage. In this case, initial limits should be
confirmed by plotting the Level B results against analyzer
results and determining the levels at which valid analyzer
results are produced.

NOTE A2.10—Any one test sample, check sample, or optical filter only
tests a small portion of the multivariate model space, and may not be
sensitive to all aspects of analyzer performance. The Level 0, A, and B
tests are intended to detect possible analyzer failure modes. Acceptable
performance as measured by Level 0, A, and B tests is necessary but not
sufficient by themselves for demonstrating valid analyzer performance.
Comparison of analyzer results to in control, primary method laboratory
values is also necessary to demonstrate the validity of analyzer results.

A2.4.3 Determining Performance Action Limits by Simulat-
ing Instrument Response Changes:

A2.4.3.1 An alternative procedure for determining action
limits for instrument performance tests is to take actual,
diverse, but representative spectra that are predicted well by
the model, and to mathematically modify these spectra to
simulate the expected variations in the instrument perfor-
mance. The model sensitivity, for example, the change in the
results per unit change in a performance parameter, can be
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estimated and used to establish action limits for each perfor-
mance parameter based on the error tolerance for the applica-
tion. Instrument performance parameters which can be mod-
eled include wavelength (frequency) shifts, baseline shifts,
changes in photometric noise, resolution changes, and detector
linearity changes. The importance of different performance
parameters is both application and instrument type dependent.
Historical data for Level 0 performance tests are the best guide
to the type of response changes that should be modeled for a
given instrument type.

A2.4.3.2 For example, the sensitivity of an analyzer to
baseline drift can be simulated by adding various baselines to
a set of representative spectra, analyzing these spectra with the
calibration model, and determining the change in the results as
a function of the added baseline. The added baseline can, for
example, be parameterized in terms of offset, slope, and
curvature so that the effects of each can be determined.

A2.4.3.3 For example, the sensitivity of an analyzer to
wavelength (frequency) shift can be simulated by shifting the
wavelength (frequency) of a set of representative spectra,
analyzing these spectra with the calibration model, and deter-
mining the change in the results as a function of the shift. If the
shift is accomplished by way of interpolation of the spectra,
exercise care that the interpolation function does not smooth or
deresolve the spectra.

A2.4.3.4 Changes in instrument performance seldom affect
only one aspect of that performance. If simulations are used to
set action limits for performance tests, it is essential that
multiple performance parameters be varied simultaneously.
The magnitude of the changes to the performance parameters
that should be simulated are best obtained from examination of
historical data on Level 0 performance tests conducted on the
type of instrument used in the analyzer.

A2.5 Tests for In-Line Probes

A2.5.1 Option A—Removal of the in-line probe from the
process

A2.5.1.1 Whenever possible, it is preferable to remove the
in-line probe from the process for the purpose of conducting an
instrument performance test.

A2.5.1.2 Removal of the in-line probe allows the entire
optical path to be examined during the performance test.
Fouling or physical damage to the probe is more readily
detected.

A2.5.1.3 It will generally be necessary to clean the probe
before conducting instrument performance tests to remove any
residual process sample which could contaminate the check or
test sample used in the tests. Similarly, it may be necessary to
clean the probe after the tests if the check or test sample used
in the tests is incompatible with the process being measured.

A2.5.2 Option B—Temporarily disconnecting the in-line
probe.

A2.5.2.1 For probes connected to the analyzer by optical
fibers, disconnect the fibers at the probe. Reconnect the fibers
to an auxiliary probe, to a cuvette holder equipped with
appropriate collimating optics or to a similar device. Collect
the spectrum of the check or test sample and continue with the
Level 0, A, or B test as described previously. Following the
tests, reconnect the fibers to the in-line probe.

NOTE A2.11—If test samples are used for the instrument performance
tests, it may be preferable to enclose the sample in a sealed cuvette to
prevent differential evaporation of components and thus change in the
chemical composition of the sample with time. Sealing these mixtures
does not necessarily protect against thermal or photochemical degradation
which can also alter chemical composition.

A2.5.2.2 When the in-line probe is not included in the
optical path during the instrument performance tests, the
integrity of the probe with respect to fouling and physical
damage are not tested. Either of these two problems could
contribute to invalid results.

A2.5.2.3 Fouling or contamination of the probe surface can
sometimes be detected as changes in the baseline of the sample
absorbance spectrum. The baseline should be monitored during
normal operation for evidence of fouling.

A2.5.2.4 Physical damage to the probe could contribute to
invalid results. The total energy throughput of the optical
system should be monitored during normal operation for
evidence of probe damage.

A2.5.3 Option C—Using a Reference Channel:
A2.5.3.1 If the analyzer is equipped with multiple optical

channels, an alternative procedure is to dedicate one of the
optical channels as a reference channel for use in instrument
performance tests. Level 0, A, or B tests are performed over the
reference channel at the required interval.

A2.5.3.2 Performance tests conducted over a reference
channel do not test the entire optical path used for on-line
analyses. While such tests may detect changes in source,
spectrophotometer or detector performance, they are not af-
fected by any changes in the fibers or probe in the on-line
sample channel, nor are changes seen in the reference channel
necessarily mirrored in the other channels. It is the analyzer
vendor or user’s responsibility to demonstrate that performance
measured on the reference channel is representative of perfor-
mance on other channels.

A2.5.3.3 Energy throughput and sample absorbance spec-
trum baseline should be monitored on each on-line channel for
evidence of probe fouling or physical damage, or for changes
in fiber tranmittance.

A2.5.4 Option D—Use of An Optical Reference Filter:
A2.5.4.1 The spectrum of the optical reference filter is

obtained by first acquiring a spectrum of the current on-line
sample, inserting the filter into the optical path, and collecting
a spectrum of the filter (plus sample). The absorbance spectrum
of the filter is calculated as follows:

Afilter 5 – log SSpectrumfilter 1 sample

Spectrumsample
D (A2.3)

Implicit to the successful use of this option is the assumption
that the sample composition does not change significantly over
the time required to collect the two spectra. The spectra should
be collected as quickly as possible and in rapid succession.
Testing should be performed during periods when the process
is relatively stable to avoid compositional changes in the
sample spectrum. Results of the tests using this option are
comparable only when the tests are run with identical spectral
acquisition times.

A2.5.4.2 Level 0, A, or B tests are conducted on the
absorbance spectrum of the optical filter. Tests conducted in
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using this option should be designed to avoid spectral ranges
where the sample absorptions will be strong (>1.0 absorbance),
since the absorbance spectrum of the filter may be excessively
noisy in such regions.

A2.5.4.3 Option D will not detect fouling of the probe since
the optical effects of such fouling will be present in both of the
spectra ratioed in Annex A3. Performance tests conducted
using optical filters can be supplemented with baseline and
photometric noise tests done on on-line spectra. Such tests
should be performed in regions where the sample absorbance is
known to be minimal.

A2.5.5 If options B-D are used for instrument performance
testing, then it is recommended that the in-line probe be
removed periodically for inspection and cleaning. The period
between such removals will depend on the usage, and will, by
necessity, be based on experience from the same or similar
installations. For new applications, a period of one month is
suggested until longer (or shorter) times are justified by process
experience.

A3. OUTLIER DETECTION METHODS

A3.1 Outlier detection methods are given in Table A3.1.

A3.2 Leverage Test

A3.2.1 In this practice, a leverage test is used for detection
of spectral outliers during analysis. The leverage statistic,h, is
sometimes seen in the form ofD 2 which is the Mahalanobis
Distance squared. A discussion of the calculation ofh is
described by Eqs 61 to 66 in Practices E 1655. Ifx is a vector
containing the spectrum being analyzed, andX is a matrix
whose columns are the calibration spectra, then a general
expression for the calculation is given as follows:

h 5 xt ~XXt!–1 x (A3.1)

NOTE A3.1—Commercial software packages use numerous variations
on the leverage statistic. The leverage statistic is sometimes referred to as
the hat matrix (Eq 24) or as the Mahalanobis Distance,D2(although it is
actually the square of the distance). Various commercial software pack-
ages may useD instead ofD2. Some software packages may scaleh (or
D2) by n (or n − 1 if mean-centered) to obtain a statistic that is independent
of the number of calibration samples. If this scaled statistic is further
multiplied by (n-k-1)/(nk), a statistic that has anF distribution is obtained
(Eq 25). The leverage statistic,h, is preferred here since it is easily related
to the number of samples and variables. Model developers should attempt
to verify exactly what is being calculated. Both mean-centered and

not-mean-centered definitions forh exist, with the mean-centered ap-
proach preferred. Regardless of whether mean centering of data is
performed, the statistic designatedh has valid utility for outlier detection.

Each row of X corresponds to a specific wavelength (or
frequency) which was included in the calibration model. In
many applications, the rows inX will be a subset of the spectral
elements collected by the instrument. The matrix (XX t) in [Eq
A3.1] cannot be inverted unless the number of wavelengths
(rows) in X is less than the number of calibration samples
(columns) inX. Thus Eq A3.1 is strictly applicable only to
MLR. If the number of wavelengths (or frequencies) exceeds
the number of calibration samples, then the inverse of (XXt) is
approximated. The PCR and PLS involve two different meth-
ods for estimating this inverse. The corresponding equations
for calculatingh are obtained by substituting the PCR and PLS
approximations into Eq A3.1. For more details, the user is
referred to Practices E 1655.

A3.2.2 During analysis,h is the leverage statistic of the
sample spectrum. The analyzer results for a sample which lies
outside thehmax for the calibration are considered to be invalid
since they represent an extrapolation of the model.D2 and
Dmax

2 are the squares of the Mahalanobis Distance for the

TABLE A3.1 Outlier Detection Methods

Type Test Method Computation Outlier Detection Limit Reference

Leverage TestsA

(Mandatory)
h

D2 xt(XXt)-1x hmax or Dmax
2 model from calibration E 1655

D =D2 Dmax model E 1655

M-Distance Ratio
D2

minS2k
n ,1D

Dmax
2

minS2k
n ,1D Ref (6)

Spectral Residual TestsB

(Mandatory)
RMSSR Œ~x̂ – x!t~x̂ – x!

f F(RMSSRanal ~i!
RMSSRcal ~i! G 3 RMSSRmax E 1655

F-Ratio Test F 5
~x̂ – x!t~x̂ – x! n

(i
n 5 k

l 1 1i
F-Test Ref (8)

Nearest Neighbor Test
(Optional)

Nearest Neighbor
local D2 =

min[(x – xi)
t(XXt)–1(x – xi)]

local Dmax
2 model Ref (7)

A One leverage test is required for each sample during measurement.
B One Spectral Residual test is required for each sample during measurement.
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sample spectrum and the maximum Mahalanobis Distance for
the calibration respectively. Eitherh, D or D2 can be used as an
outlier diagnostic.

NOTE A3.2— h will generally be less than 3k/n wherek is the number
of variables (MLR wavelengths, PCR Principal Components, PLS latent
variables, and so forth) used in the model andn is the number of
calibration samples. In most cases, calibration samples withh greater than
3 k/n should have been eliminated as outliers during the development of
the model if Practices E 1655 was followed. Exceptions to this rule occur
when repeated application of the 3k/n rule to successively smaller models
continues to identify outliers past the point where 10 % of the calibration
samples have been eliminated. In this case, the model built with 90 % of
the original calibration samples may have ah greater than 3k/n.

A3.2.3 Other leverage functions can be used rather thanh or
D2 as a valid outlier detection statistic. For example, the ratio
of h to 2k/n is sometimes used. Samples for which the ratio
exceedshmax/(2 k/n) are then considered outliers.

A3.3 Spectral Residuals

A3.3.1 Spectral residuals are used to detect when the
spectrum being analyzed contains absorptions that were not
present in the calibration samples. Such spectra are extrapola-
tions of the calibration model.

A3.3.2 The spectral residual is given by xˆ – x where x̂is the
spectrum estimated from the model loadings andx is the
measured spectrum. For example, for PCR, the spectral re-
sidual is given by

st(Lt – xt (A3.2)

where x̂t= st(L t is the calculated spectrum for the sample
under test based on the calibration model (see Eqs. 68 to 70, in
Practices E 1655).s is the vector of scores for the sample being
tested and( andL are the singular values and loading vectors
for the calibration model. The Root Mean Square Spectral
Residuals (RMSSR) is calculated as follows:

RMSSR5Œ~x̂ – x! t~x̂ – x!
f (A3.3)

where f is the number of data points (wavelengths or
frequencies) per spectrum used in the model. The Upper
Control Limit for an individual measurement can be calculated
using

F(RMSSRanal ~i!
RMSSRcal ~i!

G3 RMSSRmax (A3.4)

as shown in Table A3.1.RMSSRanal(i) are RMSSR values for
replicate spectra of samples which were used in the calibration
model, RMSSRcal(i) are the RMSSR values for the calibration
spectra of the same samples, and RMSSRmax is the maximum
RMSSR value for the calibration (see Practices 1655, Section
16).

A3.3.3 Residual F-Ratio Test—The Fratio test may be used
to test spectral residuals. TheFratio value calculated for based
on the spectral residuals is compared toF (a,1,f). f is the

number of degrees of freedom in the calibration model.f=n-k
if the model is not mean centered, andf=n-k-1 if the model is
mean centered, where n is the number of calibration samples
andk is the number of variables in the model. The value for the
Fratio is calculated as follows:

Fratio 5
~x̂ – x!t~x̂ – x!n

trace@~ X̂ – X!t ~ X̂ – X!#
(A3.5)

For a PCR model, theFratio for spectral residuals is calcu-
lated as

Fratio 5 ~x̂ – x!t~x̂ – x!n/(i 5 k1 1
n l i (A3.6)

where the summation is over theli eigenvalues for principal
components that were left out of the model. TheFratio value is
calculated and compared toF (a,1,f). An Fratio$ F (a,1, f) is
considered to be significant, indicating that analyzer result
obtained for this sample are invalid.

A3.4 Nearest Neighbor Distance

A3.4.1 If the calibration sample spectra are distributed
relatively uniformly over the variable space of the calibration
model, then the leverage statistic discussed above is adequate
to determine if a spectrum being analyzed is an interpolation of
the model. If the spectrum produces anh less thanhmax (and a
RMSSR less than the limit), then it is reasonable to assume that
the sample belongs to the same population as the calibration
samples. However, if the calibration sample spectra are clus-
tered within the variable space, the spectrum being analyzed
can have anh less than hmax yet fall into a relatively
unpopulated portion of the calibration space. In this case, the
sample spectrum may not belong to the same population as the
calibration sample spectra, and the results produced by appli-
cation of the model may be invalid. Under these circumstances,
it is desirable to employ a Nearest Neighbor Distance test to
detect samples that fall within voids in the calibration space.

A3.4.2 Nearest Neighbor Distance, or the relativeD or D2,
measures the distance between the spectrum being analyzed
and individual spectra in the calibration set.

RelativeD2 5 min@x – xi!
t ~XXt!–1~x – xi!# (A3.7)

A3.4.3 RelativeD2 values are calculated for all the calibra-
tion sample spectra. A maximum relativeD2 value is deter-
mined. This value represents the largest distance between
calibration sample spectra.

A3.4.4 During analysis, the relativeD2 is calculated for the
process sample spectrum. If the calculated value is greater than
the maximum relativeD2 from A3.4.3, then the minimum
distance between the process sample spectrum and the calibra-
tion spectra is greater than the largest distance between
calibration sample spectra, the process sample spectrum falls
within a sparsely populated region of the calibration space.
Such samples are referred to as Nearest Neighbor Inliers.
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